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WAS NOT DYNAMITE

UNCONSCIOUS ENGINE

IS

CAUSES FATAL

OPINION

OF

II

,

Time to Avert

Explosion at Brad-

Danger.

ley's Home.
DIFFERENCE SHOWN

TRAIN

MET

LIGHT

BETWEEN EXPLOSIVES

ENGINE

MugeSLocomotlve Dashed Across Moyer Will Co on Stand Tomorrow and Haywood Thursday.
i Country Carrying Scores of
Occupying Remainder of Week
People to Accident but
" Only Englnemen Were
With Their Evidence-On- ly
Depositions Today.
Killed and Injured.

METCALF SAYS

IS

raft

Asked Several Embarrassing
Questions Before Referee
About Contingent
Expense Fund.

GERONIMO

WOULD

HIS WARRING

AID

POSTOFFICE
MADE

CHANGES
IN NEW MEXICO

Washington, D. C, July 9. The
Old Chief Attempted to Escape following
changes in postolnces in
New Mexico are announced:
to Join Apache
John H. Hawkins appointed post
master at Bryantine, Union county.
Indians.
John Gandert appointed postmaster at Holman, Mora county.
Harriet P. Hesae appointed postCache. Okla., July 9. The old mistress at Logan, Quay county.
Apache warrior, Oeronlmo, who terMyrtle Vlljoen appointed postmisrorized the southwest
for many tress at Chomberino, Dona Ana counyears, while attending a celebration ty.
at Cache under parole ns a guest,
Postofflce estabilsched at St. Vrains.
attempted to escape across the Tex- Roosevelt county, and James L. Hines
as Panhandle into New Mexico.
appointed postmaster.
He was missed about eight hours
Post established at Anapra, Dona
after his escape and soldiers from Ana county, and Lera Page appointFort Sill captured him yesterday.
ed postmaster.
The old warrior had heard of the
Postofflce etsabllshed at Trenton,
troubles of the Apaches in Arizona Quay county, and Lloyd D. Trent apwho. according
to report,
have pointed poHtmaster.
threatened to go on the warpath, and
Postofflce established at Plain, Quay
he wanted to help them fight.
county, and Julia Stevens appointed
been
has
having
He
domestic trou- postmistress.
bles of late, his eighth wife having
left him and recently he has been
drinking liquor to excess.
Recently Oeronlmo
joined the YOUNG LAD KILLED
Dutch Reformed church, to which
President Roosevelt belongs. In the
hope, it Is said, of obtaining a parBY PASSENGER TRAIN
don.
Oeronlmo has been held a prisoner
at Ft. Sill for many years and Is so
old now that he has not sufficient
iFe. N.1 1M..1 1July 9.1 1 1
strength to harm anyone, though his 1 1 1
San
will is still good on occasions, espetne
(Special) Fred .Miiirlile.
cially when he has been drinking.
young son of F. J. M Bride, loFor many year the old chief was
U.
J.
&
agent
the
It.
cal
for
perfectly correct in his habits and it
railroad, was run over and killappeared that he had reformed, esFe passenger
ed by a Santa
pecially as he Joined church nnd betrain here tills afternoon.
came an evangelist to the other Inboy
to run
attempted
The
dians around the reservation.
across the track in front of the
He couldn't stand single life after
rapiillv approaching train and
hU late wife died, however, and he
was run down. Hi body was
married a young girl, at least 60
badly mangled und death re- - e
years younger than himself. After
suited a few minutes after the
enjoying her lord's prominence for
accident.
a time, she tired of him and he took
A number of people saw the e
to drink, with the effect tnat the
accident, which occurred in the
obliged to
soldiers are constantly
heart of the city.
watch him and keep him from wandering away and dying on the plains.
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BATTLESHIPS TO

Assuming.

Rumors.

THIS VIEW IS N01
JUSTIFIED

PAY

BELIEVES MOVE WILL
BY FACTS

PR0YE BENEFICIAL

"Fleet Needs Experience Such a Intimates That America and Japan
Voyage Affords and Therefore
Have Settled Difficulties and
Order Was Given" Savs
Applauds This Country's
Head of Naval DepartAction Concerning
ment Today.
Atlantic Fleet

FJUECEPTION?

OIL KIXO WEARING HIS WIG AS UK TESTIFIED
IiAND IS.

BEFORE

JUDGE

--

Didn't Smell Powder.
She described the exnloBlon as the
most terrible noise she had ever
heard. The witness and her husband
were at breakfast and (both Jumped
up exclaiming. "It's gas." Gas had
been leaking In the house for some
time. Rushing Into the hall after
the explosion, she smelled gas but no
powtier.
sne dio not know, however,
whether exploded dynamic smelled
like ordinary powder or not.
Was Not Dynamite.
John J. Kcklan, member of the
Pan Francisco fire department, who
was with the company which re
sponded to the fire alarm following
the explosion, reported smelling (raj
strongly when he arrived at the
house. The explosion van not a
sharp report as he remembered It,
but a loud roar.
Several other firemen gave similar
testimony.
One of th.n. John w.
Barry, said that he hid had eonfld- eiable experience with dynn.mlte ex
plosions at d that they differed In
sound and effect from that of the
Bradley apartment.
There will be
an Interruption Immediately after re
cess, however, to call one witness.

FOR

Secretary of Navy Deprecates French Government Issues
Warlike Aspect Which
Statement to Thai Effect
Maneuver Is
In Order to Quiet

"

--

and the heroic fireman will die.
While being taken from the wrecked engine, which left the track af
ter striking the other locomotive.
Bannon begged the rescuers to look
for the engineer, saying. "He's sick,
tfet him out first: I'm all right." He
fainted a few minutes later, after
seeing the unconscious engineer car
rlel out.
Physicians believe that Engineer
Pease was dead when the accident
occurred, stating that heart disease
probably carried him away when the
fireman saw him sliding off th- scat
oerore the wreck.
There were several hundred passengers on the train, many of whom were
bruised by the sudden shock of the
collision but none of whom were hurt
seriously. a." the fireman's Dromnt ac
tlon In shutting off the steam and
putting on the air brakes reduced the
momentum so much that the collision
was not of great force, and only th
engines were damaged.

ONLY

DID TERRITORY

One Attorney Wanted to Know If
Moneys Were Used For Personal
Expense and Wanted to See
Vouchers "Declined to AnsBoise. Idaho, July 9. The reading
Mobile, Ala.. July 9. In a rear end
collision on the Mobile & Ohio rail- of the depositions taken In San Tan
wer on Advice ol Counsel."
road near Whistler, AJa., today, five cIsco In connection with the explosion
Bradley,
Fred
at
of
pas
the residence
miles from Mobile, between a
senger train and a light engine. Thos. whom Orchard swore he twice at
Santa Fe. N. M.. July 9. (Spec
Dea.se, engineer, was killed, and two tempted to assassinate, continued this ial.)
The chief Interest In the pro
other trainmen Injured, the colored morning as one of the closing lea ceedings
Auditor W. O. bar
tures of the defense In the trial of gent hereagainst
fireman probably fatally.
afternoon, was
The fireman discovered that the en- William D. Haywood.go It Is not like the attempt yesterday
secure
a statement
to
on the stand
gineer had become unconscious, when Jv that Mover will
H. J. Hagerman as
His testimony from
he did not slow the train at Whistler, before tomorrow.
uses
to
of the contingent runci iy
the
And he put on the brakes but not in probably will require one day.
during the time he held office
Thursday Haywood will be called himgovernor.
time to iprevent the crash.
as
He refused to tell what
His examination probably will take he Old with these
Engineer Was III.
monies but the tesKnglneer Uease had been feeling the remainder of the week.
so
timony
far as it went was highly
Don't Think It Was a Bomb.
Ibadly the entire trip, according to
Interesting.
this morn
the statement of his fireman, Jim ingThe first testimony read
Sargent
underwent an Investiga
was that of J. B. Reilly, who
Harmon, and on several occasions, the
apartments
In tion at the hands of a committee
lived
Bradley
near
the
fireman had taken the engineer's
from the legislative house at the last
place and ran the train while Dease San Francisco.
Reilly declared that he passed tho legislature and admitted approprlat
temporarily recovered. He was game,
Bradley
house but a few minutes be lng some ol the contingent fund in
however, and stuck to the engine, as
The
he toid the fireman that It would fore the explosion, and saw a Japa his office for personal J. uses.
Li. lilsnop
ana hearing before Referee
necessitate considerable delay to send nese servant cleaning the stoop pos
w
uses
was
to
yesterday
determine
hat
to the next division point for a man vestibule. He did not believe it
to take his train In, especially when slble that anyone could place a bomb snouia be made or me contingent iuna
In the manner Indicated by Orchard by Mr. Sarwrent which amounts to
he was still able to sit up.
in the time which elapsed between $500 a year, and of which he has
Fell From Seat.
12.300 lor the btfth and bun nscai
Shortly before reaching
Whistler, his passing and the report of the ex years
and to determine as a result
where they had orders to pass the plosion.
of the admissions made by Mr. Sarlight engine, the fireman stepped
Didn't Go With Orchard.
gent
to the investigating committee
The next deposition was that of
down to throw tn some coal, leaving
house, if he did
Dease wllh hie head out of the cab In Mrs. Charles Pickard, who as "Mrs. from the legislative
had been employed at Brad appropriate the contingent fund to
the customary position. After firing Crow,"
personal
uses.
up. the fireman looked toward his ley s as cook. Khe told of smelling
Hagerman
admitted that he had
chief, to find him sliding off the seat gas In the house for several day
for the expenditures of
vouchers
explosion
the
prior
to
said
th
she
and
onto the cab floor.
Ho eased him
down and then suddenly remembered had called up the gas company to the contingent funds allotted to hint
but declined to produce them or to
the engine on the Whistler siding. complain.
Khe denied absolutely that she had it ate what tfher contained.
With a bound he gained the engi- gone
When asked If a reception ha gave
to the theater with Orchard, a
neer's seat, threw over the levers.
W
Santa Fe residence, tm paid
shut off the' steam and placed the he testified. She declared he had at
out of the contingent fund, he
for
told a falsehood when he testified to
ear, idui a moment too late.
would make no answer but appeared
that effect.
Saved Passengers.
The next deposition wae that of to be considerably embarrassed.
His bravery was regarded, however.
Sargent tried to establish the fact
In one way. for he undoubtedly Mrs. Lucy A. Cummings, who oc
gov
saved the train load of passengers cupied one of the flats in the build that the contingent fund for tneofficial
ernor's office was used for
xrom injury, though the engineer met Ing with the Bradlevs.
Cleat n

CRUISE APPROVES TRANSFER OF

PRACTICE

y
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IN-OU- RT
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Fireman Saw Him Fall But Delense Still Reading Tes
timony as to Cause of
ICouId Not Stop In

PASSENGER

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER A5
HE APPEARED

VERY

'

WRECK

nullIII

on

nuiL

The Evenlneh
by Carriers, SO craw per snosrth,

yi907.

purposes only and hence Hagerman
wo called before the referee.
The refusal of Hagerman to testify
as to how he used the contingent fund
iends color to the statements heard
here that he paid his household and
personal expenses out of a fund de
signed for defraying any contingent
expense in connection with his oltl
cial duties.
Following Is the testimony of Herbert J. Hagerman before Referee C.
L. Bishop given after being duly
placed under oath. He was examin
ed In chief ny Attorney A. IS. Rene
han of Santa Fe.
Q. What is your name?
A. H. J. Hagerman.
Q.
You were governor of the territory of New Mexico covering what
period of time 7
A. From February 22, 1906, to
May 3, 1907.
Q. (By Attorney Nell B. Field, of
Albuquerque).
Did you say FebrU'
ary 22?
A. I mean January 22.
Q. (Renehan). That covered i
part of the 67th and 68th fiscal
years?
A. Yes.
"The 36th legislative assembly an
pro(riated for contingent expenses for
the governors office, to be paid on
the order of the governor for the
57th and the 58th fiscal years the sura
of $3,000 and I have asked you to be
present, governor for the purpose of
making some Inquiries as to the man
ner you disposed of those funds and
would be glad to have you state if
you will in a general way, the ues
to which you put those funds under
your interpretation of that act?"
The question was objected to by
Attorney Field as irrevalent and lm
material.
Mr. Field: I am
as
appearing
counsel for Gov. Hagerman at this
hearing and I have advised Gov. Ha
german not to answer that question
unless the court will say that It Is
proper for him to do so. We will
make no objection to answering the
question providing the court say
that we should do so. We are ready
to go before the court this afternoon
and have his ruling In the matter.
Q. I will ask you, passing that
question for the present, whether or
not you treated that fund as one
which was so entirely under your
control that you used It for reasons
more or less personal?
Mr. Prlchard: The attorney for the
territory enters the same objection
us made to the previous question.
Mr. Field: I advised Gov. Hagerman to decline to answer that question In the form in which It was put
for the same reason.
A.
I decline to answer that
In
that form on the advice of my coun-

RATON

FIREMAN

DEAD DERAILED TRAIN

IS

TEARS

UP STRETCH OF
TRACK

two-oce-

Wreck on Branch Line to Santa Fe Frelaht Wrecked
Coal Camp Early Today
Near Waldo This

Results Disastrously.

Morning.

ALL PASSENGER
ENGINE INTO DITCH
IN A DEEP CUT
TRAFFIC DELAYED

fV

Raton, N. M., July
clal) Simon Crabtree, a nre- man, was killed and M. Well- 4V en beck,
a miner, 'Is missing as
the result of a wreck on a small
Santa Fe branch line which op- erates to the coal camps ad- jacent to this city. Engine No.
648,
pulling
a
' train. Jumped the combination
track In a
aT deep
cut In the mountains
soma time between the hours
of 7 and 10 a. m. Word of the
accident did not reach here un- til some hours later and a relief
'
train carrying a surgeon and an
"
undertaker was sent out. There
may be a number of persons In- e jured. Weizenbeck, the missing
man, may be under the debris,
'
Few details are obtainable.
V
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Money Market.
New York, July 9. Prime merper cent. Money
cantile paper
per cent
on call firm 4 (it 4

6li8

LimV. this mnrnlfiir nrhAn .Uhft
attached to a Santa Fe freight train,
westbound, were derailed. 'Before
the train could be stopped the cars
u.uBscu urer mo ues ana
tearing up the track for over rails,
a hundred
one was nurt.
icci.
The Inpnl wrutlrlntf ncn
from here at 10:20 a. m. with over
ouu ieei or rails and other apparatus
to re Dal r the dim
of the large amount
track torn
up, the wrecking crewof laid
a temporary track around the wreck,
permitting the California limited to pass
aiiKv a. iour nours oelay.
Passenger train No. 2, which arrived here this morning at 8:40, did
a
not IravA frtp tho anal , , ...1
o'clock, passing No. 3, the limited, at
ju ireigni tramo wasm de
layed six hours.
The scene of the derailment
at
aiuo is a rocky piece of country,
won a uungerous piace lor a wreck
1

GASOLINE AND COAL OIL LIVE STOCK
CAUSES

MIXED

n.l

tX frlfkffht wirtflr vn.M.n .
do, N. M between
this city and
ft

9

EXCHANGE

FAVORS SMALL

T ROUBLE

PACKERS

Dangerous Fluid Found In Do Not Propose to Let Big
Several Places Result
Houses Control
of Accident
Markets.
--

During the past few days many
complaints have been made that coal
oil has been mixed with gasoline sold
in this city and that sales bf this
adulterated gasoline were of frequent occurrence.
The mixture makes an explosive
which Is exceedingly dangerous. Seveseral pacties have had narrow
capes In handling gasoline
stoves
filled with supposedly pure gasoline,
while others have received coal oil
that acted peculiarly tn lamps.
The cleaning parlors suffered the
most, however, as they bought gasoline for cleaning purposes and then
discovered that they were ruining
the clothing they used the fluid on.
They made complaint and It Is possible that the cause of the trouble
may be located. No one appears to
be able to fix the blame at present.
The mixture is probably due to accident.
While no accidents have occurred
thus far, there is a great amount of
danger In attempting to burn adulsel.
Q.
And the omission of an an- terated gasoline in stoves, as the fluid
swer to the previous question, gov- Is very liable to explode, scattering
ernor, I understand is based on the the bla2lng oil over everything in
same ground?
the vicinity.
A.
Yes, on the advice
of my
counsel.
Q. Is it not a fact, Mr. H igerman,
that In the disposition of your fund GOVERNOR CURRY
In question you used some portion
of it In the defraying of the expenses
IS III HONOLULU
of the reception to the legislature at
your house?
Mr. Prlchard: Objected to by the
territory for the same reasons as set
Honolulu. July
Governor furry,
forth in the previous objections.
of Kumar, recently appointed governMr. Field: I advised Gov. Hagerby
or
New
Mexico
of
President
man to decline to answer that quesKoosevelt, arrived here today from
tion for the same reasons assigned the
on
Philippines
the
United
States
foi his refusal to answer the first t;ansnon
IiK.m. Me Is on his way
to New Mex'ro to assume the duties
(Continued on Page Four.)
of hn new office.
'.

Chicago, III., July . At
Ing yesterday, with the largest

a meet
attend

ance of the members of the live stock
exchange ever held, the txohange
adopted ultimate terms which are In
direct opposition to the tentative
agreement reached last Friday by the
heads of the big packing houses and
representatives of tne live stock ex
changes of Kansas City, Omaha, St.
Louis, Chicago, and Sioux City.
The position of the commission
men, as Indicated by their action yesterday, is that the big packing houses
shall not handle any tagged helfera
and cows, which are subject to postmortem examination.
This class of
cabtle, If the commission men win
their point, will go to the Independent
packers.
HANG BLOWN

OFF

BY DYNAMITE

CAP

liiudtnimtii
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e
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Oakland, Cal., July 9. Secretary
of tho Navy Metcalf deprecating the
warlike aspect that has been given
to the order for a cruise of the
great battleship squadron from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast, said
last night that the proposed move
ment is merely a practice cruise and
that the fleet will not be kept permanently Jn the Pacific.
With considerable emphasis
the
secretary voiced his opinion that the
Interpretation
given
warlike
the
fleet's movement, was not justified
by facta
How Quickly?
Oyster Bay, L. I.. July 9. The
significance of Hear Admiral Brown-son- 's
addition to the somewhat
meager Information which has come
from President Koosevelt regarding
manthe contemplated
euver of the Atlantic
battleshlD
fleet, is regarded here as having been
overlooked in the comment and otherwise, which has since been indulged In on both continents.
Admiral Brownson came to Oyster
Bay to take lunch with the presi
dent, professing entire Ignorance of
the maneuver plans. When he left
Sagamore Hill to take the train for
Washington the admiral
had one
thought which he wished to emphasisethat it was desirable and important to demonstrate to the world
navy
how quickly the American
could transfer its fighting strength
from on ocean to the other.
This was distinctly an addition to
the president's previous statement Issued through Secretary Loeb, wherein the object of the maneuver was
said to be an exercise movement for
the benefit of the navy, to permit its
training fleet . exercises on an extended scale, the purpose and effect
of the plan being for the benefit of
the navy alone. What came from
President Roosevelt through Admiral
Brownson Is decidedly a different
and a much broader design.
"To Show" Powers.
President Koosevelt has been consistent In advocating a large navy as
the guarantee of peace between the
United States and all foreign powers.
Heretofore a large navy has been
reckoned solely from the viewpoint
e.
of the number of ships, their
armor, guns and fighting capacity. With this Idea the American navy has grown steadily, ship by
Bhip.
uninteresting
To tho somewhat
array of ships and tonnage. President Roosevelt now proposes to give
the world a somewhat startling demonstration of what the American
navy Is capable of doing to protect
either or both of the extended shores
of the United States. As Admiral
Brownson said: "There Is no time
like the present for a demonstration:
a time when the United States Is at
In
perfect peace with the world."
everything that has come from the
president regarding the movement It
has been indicated that the fleet,
wherever It, may go, is to be brought
back to the Atlantic, and that the return Is to be as great a demonstration of peace as the outward Journey.
While It Is asserted with all possible emphasis that there Is no foundation for apprehension of trouble, Imbetween the
mediate or future,
the
4Tplted States and Japan,
demonstration with the fleet
can pe looked upon in no otner ngnt
than that President Roosevelt Intends to use the navy for exactly the
purpose that he has argued Its augmentation, a guarantee of international peace.

9.
Kstuncia, N. M., July
(Special). Edwin Oarvln, aged
10 years, son of E. T. Oarvln, a
ranchman residing seven miles
north of Gstuncia, had' his left
hand blown off this morning
while playing with a dynamite
cap. The wound Is serious be- cause of the greul loss of blood
occasioned while the injury was
being
Dr. Oarvln,
dressed.
grandfather of the boy, was
present and dressed the injured
hand.
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Paris, France, July s. The French
government
greatly deprecates the
alarmist view of the Japanese-America- n
situation taken by the Paris
press, and the government's inspired
statement's based presumably upon
tne foreign olnce s advices, placing
the most optimistic construction up
on the plans to dispatch the American fleet to the Pacific, were given
out this afternoon as follows:
"Much surprise is manifested tn
diplomatic circles over the excitement caused by ' the plan to send
the American battleship fleet to Pacific waters.
Instead of the step
causing alarm, there is every reason
to believe that the decision of the
American government
implies
negotiations proceeding between that
the
Washington and Tokio cabinets are
mailing favorable
progress.
The
American
government,
beyond a
doubt, would not order this navat
movement if It was liable to embarrass the negotiations which have been
going on (or some time between the
two governments."
How Report Was Received.
Confirmation of the report that the
battleship fleet will go to the Pacific
has 'been received in Tokio with,
calmness, although there is some surprise in certain quarters, well versed
In diplomatic niceties.
In European . capitals the fleet
movement Is discussed from various
standpoints. Diplomats assembled at
The Hague regard the United States-Japane-se
problem as one of great
delicacy.
Great Britain does not
foresee any Imminent danger of t
tllHAee and France, while forecasting
possible complications, . believes differences between Japan and the United States will be amicably adjusted.
German diplomats take the opposite
view.
The report that to the somewhat
uninteresting array of ships and tonnage. President Roosevelt now
proposes to give the world a somewhat
startling demonstration of what th
American navy Is capable of doing to
protect either or both of the extended shores of the United States, has
caused some comment. As Admiral
Brownson said:
"There is no time
ike the present for demonstration."
a time when the United States is at
perfect peace with the world. In
everything that has come from, the
president regarding the movement It
has been Indicated that the fleet,
wherever it may go, is to toe brought
back to the Atlantic and that the return Is to be as great a demonstration of peace as the outward Journey.

HEALER

SCHRADER

IS

MODERATELY

"HEELED"
Visits Cincinnati With Plenty
of Coin In His Cash
Box.
Cincinnati,
Oo.,
July 9. August
Schrader, the "divine healer," who
aroused so much excitement in Cincinnati ten years ago that the police
were compelled to stop his meetings,
is back again, displaying undoubted
signs of prosperity.
Schrader was driven from a boarding house recently, by the landlady,
who refused to shelter him because
she had no faith In his cult.
Schrader says he Is going to the
City of Mexico from here and will sail
from Vera Crus for Europe. He says
the church owns a hundred thousand
acres south of the City of Mexico. He
intends subdividing the ranch so as

PENSIONS GU.NTi:i
'it) NEW MEXICANS
Washington, D. C, . July 9. The
following pensions have been granted:
Manuel D. Benavldes, Las Vegas,
$12 per month from February '11,
1907.
Pedro Kodella, Tlerra Amarllla,
$12 per month from February 27,
1907.
Milo L, Pierce, Roswell. 112 per
ep
1
month from March 18. 1907.
l
Oeorge W. Wells, Gallup, $15 per
month from February 28, 1907.
Hannibal A. Beeson. Koswell, $11
per monrlh from March 8, 1907.
Lee II. Rudisille, White Oaks, $12
per month from March 1, 1907.
John Funk, Farmlngton, $20 per
month from February 28, 1907.
Juan Padilla, Cubero, $20 per
month from March 4, 1907.
Adam Herman, Fort Bayard, $8 per
month from February 18, 1907.
John M. Allan, Kaat Las Vegas, $12
per month from March 7, 19U7.
Jose Hijlnlo Padilla. Wagon Mound,
$16 per month from February 23,
1907.
Jose Dlonlelo Medina, Ranches of
Taos, $15 per month from March 8,
1907.
Charles Mayer, East Las Vegas ,$20
per month from March 4, 1907.
to furnUh farms for Indignant memWilliam McGulnness. Old Albuquerque ,$12 per month from March 11. bers of the church.
1907.
Besides claiming the gift of tongues
Maria de la Crus Martlnex, Rachos. atid the gift of prophecy. In addition
$8 per month from November 28. to that of healing, Schrader modestly
1906.
admits that things have been coming
Leocadia L. Montoya, Taos, $8 per his way for several years and that
month from July 21, 1908, and $2 for he Is In no immediate danger of the
each child.
poorhouse.
I

.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

Washington, July 9. The possible
nconstltiitlonality of the arid land
reclamation act, as Indicated In a
part of the decision by the United
Slates supreme court in the case of
the slate of Kansas vs. the state of
olorado, will not cause any change
t this time In the plans of the Uni
ted States reclamation service.
It Is authoritatively announced that
work will go forward for the present
exactly as In the past four years,
even though a test case has been
started In Washington state.
The reclamation service has been
dvlsed by th-- department of Justice
that the utterance of Mr. Justice
Hrewer In that case are entirely dicta.
They were not necessary to the de- ision or tne case, ana are mererore
not regarded as binding. All that the
court decided In that case, according

FOR SALE Ten native mules. AlexHTXP WANTED.
ander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
your
Is
If that
county.
HELP WANTED want
ad In The FUR SALE Unnkrupt slock of gen-ercrying need, a
Evening Cltlien'a want column will
merchandise, store building,
assure you of plenty of employe.
fixtures, blacksmith shop, other
real estate and livestock. For par
tlculars address J. A. Miller, trusExperienced bookkeeper
VANTBI
tee, San Rafael, N. M.
hat can do telegraphing. Address, LOST Hiack ribbon watch fob with
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,
gold mounting and locket. Locket
N. M.
hns two pictures Inside and Initials
A girl for general house-wor- k
WANTED
R. N. V. on outside. Ltherai rewara
at 315 South Third street.
Jf returned to R. N. Van Sant, 220
once,
shirt
class
a first
North Seventh street.
WAITED At
waist Ironer. Apply at the Imper FOUND Through the want column
ial Laundry.
of The Evening Cltlien, Just what
Vv ANTED Plain sewing; children's
you have been looking for. An
South
208
advertising source sure to bring re'
clothes a specialty.
182".
turns for small expenditure. Try a
Arno. Phone
want
ad and be convinced.
Vv ANTED
the
A first class cook for
Santa Fe restaurant. Price no ob
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
ject If the cook Is right.
"WANTED
First class cook at Allan
50
hotel. Must furnish reference.
per month. J. M. Allen, Magda-lenal

a.

.

imSO

proved ranch property, about
Mrs.
house.
acres. Good
Norrla. 110 East Coal avenue.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
few cents but bring returns an

hundredfold.

general government gets power to reclaim from section three of the constitution, granting power "to dispose
of and make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the territory
nnd other property belonging to the
United States," the Justice says:
"Clearly It does not grant to congress
nny legislative control over the states
and must, so far as thoy are concerned, be limited to authority over
the property belonging to the United
States within their limit."
Justice Brewer concludes that all
power not granted by the states to
the general government or reserved
In the states remains In the people.
He says that at the time the legislation was adopted "there wer no
large tracts of arid lands" and "the
constitution therefore made no provision for national control of the arid

Furniture,

WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
HEAD FLUME ON THE MOUNTAINSIDE IN THE RIVERSIDE IR- on Miss C. P. Crane, 512 North
RIGATION DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA.
Second street. Millinery at half
price.
to the lawyers. Is that no state has regions or their reclamation."
do
WANTED At once, woman to good
exclusive right to control waters
The conclusion of the Justice is
small family,
housework;
whlojh enter another state, and that final that "if no such power has been
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
an
courts
will
administer
granted none can be exercised."
the federal
42S North Second street.
equitable division of waters between
Right of State
on
WANTED Organizers, either sex, exstates.
The Justice admits the right of the
salary of $100 a month and
federal government to carry on re
associaGovernment's Power.
penses for an
SALESMEN WANTED.
clamation works within the limits of
tion, navln? weekly stck and accl- territories, and to dispose of proper
Involved,
deciding
point
After
the
furnishing
free
and
heneflts
int
Brewer went out of the way ties, Including lands, which it ownea
CARDS Jurtice
medical attendants to all its mem-be PROFESSIONAL
to reply to an argument which had in states; but that Is an far as It may
will
bers. Liberal contract
been
made by Solicitor General Hoyt, go. The situation may be summe. up
business.
of
producers
with
made
who had asked leave to enter the as follows:
LAWYERS.
American Sick and Accident AssoThe Kansas-Colorad- o
decision has
case to speak for the Interests of the
ciation Buffalo, N. Y.
yen. not the binding force of law, and no
federal
reclamation
works.
M Bond.
Ira
or
as
ruling
Hoyt
argued
to
constitutionality
the
federal
had
that the
MEN WANTEP.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, It F.Bt. government was superior In all cases unconstitutionality of the act can be
MEN WANTED Somewhere every N. W.. Washington. D. C. Pensions
where the states had not taken Jur had until the ense started in Washday. If you are looking for a Job's land patents,
the point square
copyrights.
caveats isdiction over the water. In denying ington state brings
put a want ad In The Evening
this doctrine. Justice Brewer called ly before the supreme court after
want column and U will do letter patents, trade marks, claims attention
to the fact that the general having been taken through the lower
the rest.
government has only such powers as courts, a procedure requiring many
11. W. D. Bryan.
delegated
are
to it by the states. months.
ATTORNE r AT LAW, Albuquer
FOR KENT.
After raising the question whether
There is no binding effect of the
que,
M.
Office,
N.
National
First
comthe power to reclaim arid lands is Brewer dicta on the other Justices,
wR RENT (House furnished
building.
Bank
L.
M.
housekeeping.
See
powers
delegated,
one oS the
he said: who might take a different view of
tiletn for
case. In no event would IrrigatBchutt, 218 South Second street.
E. W. Dobson.
say that no one of the
enough
to
is
"It
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office them (the enumerated powers grant ion- Works In the territories be afFOR RENT Mesa ranch,
part
mile from University. Best well Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M ed the federal government) by an fected. Lands which had been lands,
the public domain, not state
on mesa, aood house, plenty of
any Implication refers to the recla of
not
be
affected.
would
right
to
cheap
rent
chicken yard,
DENTISTS.
mation of arid lands.
"Work which whs done by the fedparty. John M. Moore Realty Co.
After discussing the grant of pow eral government by agreement with
light
houseDR.
K.
J.
KRAFT,
rooms
lor
FOR RENT
by
on
Implication,
ers
concluded
he
state
authorities or private individkeeping; good cool sleeping rooms.
Dental Burgeon.
mat point:
uals would not be affected.
Inquire 517 South Broadway, Mrs.
Rooms t and , Barnett building
Title acquired by condemnation
"It Is still true that no independent
H. E. Rutherford.
over O'Rielly's drug store.
and unmentloned power passes to the operations brought under the federal
modern No. 744. Appointments made bvPhont
FOR RENT Nice
act would be affected.
government
reclamation
rightful
met
or
can
national
modern, $20.
house $17:
The remedy lies in amending the
ly be exercised by congress."
DR. C. A. ELLEK,
Llovd Hunsnker, 205 West Gold.
Referring to the contention that the constitution.
Dentist.
of rEe" LT3t T N. T. Armljo Building.
rfili lifcKT One apartments
Phone 869
In the
room furnished
Edmund J. Abler, D. D. 8.
17
.761
64
CIO en go
rltv. nil modern. as range" conNo. 80S Railroad avenue.
.612
Lloyd Hunsaker,
26
41
$15.
Offlet
Pittsburg
nected.
.606
26
40
hours,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.j l:ti
New York
206 West Gold avenue.
.552
37
30
Philadelphia
house, p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
RENT Three-rooFOR
WIIF.UK THEY PLAY.
41
.423
30
Cincinnati
good location, close In $10.
pomtments made by mall.
.433
38
29
Ronton
$15. Lloyd Hunsaker,
$12;
.508
42
29
National League.
Brooklyn
W. M SHERIDAN." M. D.
205 West Gold avenue.
.230
57
17
St. Louis
at New York (two Sit. Louis
of one- Homeopathic Physician and Sorgeoa
vnn RENT Neat dwelling
Occidental Life Building. Tele- games).
room with tent In rear, suitable for
.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
American Ixnjrue.
seeker. Lloyd Hunsaker, phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
health
-- 205 West Gold avenue.
Cincinnati at Boston.
Won. Lost. Pet.
DH.
R.
Ii.
HUS1.
(two
Philadelphia
Pittsburg
.647
at
24
44
Chicago
modern tent
RENT New
FOR
Office,
8,
Armljo
N.
T.
Bldg.
games).
.620
27
44
Cleveland
house, furnished. 1022 South Wal
28
3S
Tuberculosis treated with High
.5?"
American league.
Detroit
ter street.
31
.551
38
Frequency Electrical
Philadelphia
Philadelphia at Chicago.
Current
and
FOR RENT Two large furnished
32
34
.485
Washington
New
York
St.
Louis.
at
Germicide.
given
Treatments
;one
each
llghthousekeeplng
rooms for
.403
43
29
St. Louis
New York at Cleveland.
per day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
$10
block from car line. avenue,
.368
43
25
Poston
Poston at Detroit.
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
901 Forrester
month.
.311
42
22
Washington
Nutionul League.
Pleasant, well furnish- ITOR RENT
URONSON & BHOXSON,
DItS.
cen
rl front rooms, near business
Homeopaths.
Western Ijeague.
Cornel
rates reasonable.
ter:
HOW THEY STAND.
Over Van's Drux Store. 'Phons
Won. Lost. Pet.
Applyatrear.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Railroad.
and
Sixth
Office and residence, 628.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
for the summer. By the month $10
UNDERTAKER
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
BORDERS
K. Norrls. 110 East Coal avenue.
cottage's
small
FOR RENT Several
11 nlrt.lv furnished
for housekeep
ARCHITECTS
ing.
J. B. Block, Jemez Hot
Springs, N. M.
7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
nett building, Albuqaerque, N. U
KMPIiOYMENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work Both phones.
The Citlxen'e want column will furNOTARY PUBLIC.
nish you a quick and ready means
'
of securing it at a minimum exK. D. Maddlsort.
penditure. Put a want ad in The
Tho.
11)
Office with W. B. Chllders.
Citizen today and be at work tomor- y
West Oold avenue.
TOW.
Citl-aen-

i
V:'

one-quart- er

,

BASE BALL

m

--

46-4-

i

I

UNFRIENDLY
INDIANS

ceme-

nt-bottomed

Pianos,

-

n

YAQUiS ARE NOT

IRRIGATION CANAL ON MOUNTAIN SDE
federal government but a number
shows a section of
canal dug Into the Just as ambitious are planned.
mountainside In the great Truckee-Carso- n
Irrigation project. This system of waterways, by which the Carson and Truckee rivers In Nevada
and California are utilized for the Irrigation of 450,000 acres, cost the
government
United States
about
$9,000,000.
Rivers were harnessed,
great dams arose at the. mouths of
valleys and cenals were built through
mountains 4.000 to 5.000 feet above
sea level. This Irrigation project was
the greatest ever attempted by the

S'SS-ife-

Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low M til
and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE) HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms
and 4, Grant Bldg.
$03 H West Railroad Ave,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

IMT.

MAMMOTH

Thotograph

MONEY to LOAN

On

t.

TTEsnAT. JtXY

MAKES NATION'S DESERTS GARDENS OF PLENTY

1 Classified Advertisements!

N. M.
WANTED To borrow $600 on

CITIZEN.

STATES' RIGHTS TO STAY HAND THAT

innnnftftnrtfyww

0

EVENING

JC

Eat With Whites. Declaring
Enmity For Mexican
Soldiers.

Douglas, Ariz., July 9. A mining
man from
down toelow yesterday
brought a Taqul story to Douglas that
s dmereht from the sort one usually
hears. In this there are no Incarna
dine chapters. It's a story of Yaquls
and Mexicans and Americans getting
together about a festal board on
which were spread beans and bacon
and tortillas and 'there. with, for
the time being, only the peace cf
God in their hearts, confiding in each
other their mutual loves and hates.
The story has for Its setting a min
ing camp within two score miles of
Hermoslllo on the Sonora railroad.
The camp Is not a large one and not
more than two or three Americans
and a score of Mexicans make it
their habitat.
It was in the evening. The day's
work had been done and the Americans were sitting tiiout the 'do.be
house, smoking and chatting In the
gloaming, as 'becomes the life of tho
American mining man In Mexico.
Suddenly in the netr perspective ap- pearen tne ngure ol a man. He was
armed and it took but a glance to tell
that he was a Taqui the much-feare- d
Indian who vet haunts the hills
of Sonora In Isolate! sections and is
a constant nemesis 1o netlt Mexican
officials.
The AmHuns, very much
alarmed, rushed to cover to get their
kuos ana make a t:ght. But as they
did so the Indian, a commanding fellow, raised his arm, and In Spanish,
bade them stop.
Wanted Provisions.
"You no shoot." he said. tht tlimo
In English; "we have not come to
make trouble for Americans nor Mex.
leans. We are hungry and want
something to eat. We want nrovl.
sions and we want your guns and am.
we get them, we make
munition.
no trouble."
As he was sneaklnar others rnmo nr.
beside him and it become a.Tnarent
that there was a large party of the
Taquls. It was a time for discretion
without rash valor and the Americans took them at ,thelr word9, InvitCEMENT LINED IRRIGATION CANAL NEAR LOS ANGELES, CAL. ing them to stop and rest with them.
The Mexicans of the camp were
ORANGE TREES BLOOM AND PRl'IT HERE WHERE THERE WAS
summoned and they were told to have
ONLY SAGE BRUSH BEFORE
their wives get together and cook a
meal for the party. The commissary
Des Moines
28
40
.588 Doyle and Thomas.
was ransacked by the Americans. Po42
Omaha
34
.553
tatoes and beans were soon steaming
Detroit:
At
R. H.
39
Lincoln
32
.549 Detroit
6 14
2 and the women were flapping their
Denver
31
35
.530 Boston
tortillas.
In a short time the meal
5 13
29
Sioux City
42
.408
Batteries
Mullln, Slever an was ready and Indians,
Americans
26
Pueblo
44
.371 Schmidt; Tannehill,
and
Mexicans
Pruitt, Winter tatole together.Bat down at the- - long
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
anu snaw.
was
That
alone
strange enough fcut what followed
At St. Louis:
R. H.
was
even
stranger.
Nutionul Iahkuc.
'.
St. Louis
3 10
One of the Yaquls
the original spokesman arose from
2
7
At Philadelphia:
R. 11. E. Washington Belty and O'Connor his seat and - spoJce. .. Speaking in
1
Batteries
8
8
PlttHburg
Spanish he addressed himself to the
1 Smith, Graham and Heydon.
0 8
Philadelphia
At Chicago:
R. H. E Americans.
Batteries Leever and Gibson; Cor- 6
2
Chicngo
0
Friendly to Americans.
rldon and Packlitsch.
5 13
1
R. H. 13. Philadelphia
At Brooklyn:
"We
want vou to Vnow" io ii,i
Owen, Smith, Sullivan "that the
Batteries
0
6 14
Chicago
Yaquls bear no malice to
1 and McFarland; Bender and Powers.
0 6
Brooklyn
wards
tne
no
Americans.
We
Brown and Kling;
League.
Western
enmity for you. Our enemies have
are the
Mclntyre, Ritter and Bergen.
Mexican
R H. E.
soldiers. So far as we are
At Sioux City:
R. ,H. E. Sioux
At New York:
0 concerned
you may remain In the
9
8
City
0
8
2
St. Louis
3 country as long as vou wish nnit w
8
5
Omaha
1
0 4
New York
Batteries Furchner and Sheehan; will not harm you. Now and then we
Karger and Marshall; McNeely,
Batteries
must do as we have done this night
Hall and Gondlng.
Lynch and Bowerman.
R. H. E. say to vou that we are hungry and In
Des Moines:
At
E.
H.
R.
At Boston:
6 need of food and
0 3
Des Moines
with
ammunition
0 Denver
7
2
Boston
2 which to fleht our enemv.
10 14
Wo i
0 4 1
Cincinnati
forced
to
Yeager;
Batteries
Miller and
this bv the creat lmv of
Batteries Llndaman and Brown; Adams and McDonough.
Tonlirht we will
Coakley and Schlel.
R. II. E. only molest you to the extent of what
At Lincoln:
R. H. E. Lincoln
Second game:
2 food you will give us and the gun
5
4
0
4 10
Cincinnati
2
6 4 and ammunition you have. We will
Pueblo
4
0 7
Boston
Batteries
Cicotte and Sullivan; do no harm."
Batteries Hitt and McLean; Young Hatch and Smith.
He sat down and one of the Mexi
nnd Needham.
cans arose. Evidently he feared thrtt
American Association.
American League.
only
A'merlcans were to he Im
At Kansas City: Kansas City 4; St. mune the
R. H. K.
At Cleveland:
from attack. To the Indians he
0 Paul 3.
4 13
Cleveland
Minneapolis 1; said:
1
8
At Minneapolis:
5
New York
AH Ate Together.
Liebhardt and Clark; Milwaukee 9.
Batteries
"We hope you will not attack us.
We are just individual
Mexicans
working here for the Americans In
the mine. We have no grudge
against the Yanuls. We are not In
sympathy with the government in all
matters and do not think we should
be made to suner for the sins of the
government. We will give you what
we have that you want and will not
in any way disturb you."
Then the strange and fearsome
company began eating and soon all
were engrossed In the meal.
When all had sated their appetites the Yanuls got together what
was left of the food, and after taking the guns and ammunition
In the
house, departed from the camp In
silence and disappeared over the paddle of a nearby hill.
Pas-torlou- a.

For CoravalesceErts

...

IX) R SALE- -

hotel busl-- 1
A SNAP The best paying $1,800
caah
ness in New Mexico for
See M. L. Schutt, 21t SOUtn eeconu
street.
Valley.
a ther,t Beautiful MeUlpurchasers.
il nixes to suit
investment vo.,
Itilllins
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Bri en ifiriti vounir Jersey bull.
fnnuira mornlnKS. at
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE First class driving horse
perfectly safe for lady. Good ruo-be- r
tird Liuggy and good harness,
Inquire at 6 IS East Garfield ave
nue.
estab- FOR SALE Half Interest InBred-tollshed poultry buslnesa. T. Harger,
J.
inv Pnulrrv Yards. and
Mountain
nron.. 12th street
road.
a

n

Early
Risers.
DeWitt's
Little
Small, sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H,
O'Rlelly & Co.
'Doan's Ointment cured me of ec
zema that had annoyea me a long
time. The cure was permanent.'
Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner
Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.

REAL

rou

,

SALE.

One of the best busiin
ness properties
will
Albuquerque,
per cent on
pay
$16,000.00
Investment
Business corner, good 5.000.00
location
Another good corner 2,200.00
two lots
35 acres of highly
improved lend, west
of saw mills. 2bJ an acre.
20 acres in alfalfa,
mile north of town,
ditch runs
main
4.500.00
throuch land
200 acres of fine land
all under cultivation

tn.er.ru!y.nr)"

10,000.00

A. Montoya
215 Wrst

Gold Ave.

cxxxxxxxxooocioocaxxxxxxxxxj
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HEUSER-BUSCA- fc
I

n

DeWitt's Little Early Risers. Small,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. n.
O'Rlelly & Co.

Every Woman
It luverrtum ana tiiouia uww
about Hut wuiidtuful

kMARVELWhtrhnaSpray
Dew Yftdaal frvrlntre.
l
Al on
rit
- jrifc
ittnt. ll clraiuM
StuftlsUUlr

BARGAINS

if)

:--

1

Card signs. "Rooms ror Rent
"Board," etc.. for sale at the office ot
The Evening Citizen.

: y

ESTATE

It

After severe illness, when vitality
is at low ebb, health and strength
are speedily restored by

U
II V V I.. Ar. ft,l
oth.T. !'iit ftr'itd fttamu r.r
wii'l-Mi- r'i.
11 wi
niirt.'il
full iArtl.nl,r, ,u.l ,tirwluili
tHlnsuie t" Ixtivs. M V li 11.

ttlllMlrtrt,KIK

11-

.

U

i

VAanon intoxicant
kKamL
sparkling Jrfuv

ma

iuhk.

supplies the food
Barley-Maland the
t
elements o
Hops.
The most
tonic properties of
delicate stomach will accept and
retain it.
Malt-Nutrin-

e

A

Capt. J. D. Milton captured three
famished Chinese near Tucson. Ariz.,
Sunday. They will ie deported. The
Chinese had a hearing today before
Richey. They
Court Commissioner
have the appearance of having endured many hardships recently and
It Is believed that they were on the
transport Maori King that landed Its
nnxsengers at Guaymas this summer.
When captured they were In an old
adobe shack and were resting, apparently very much fatigued.
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soo'h-In- g.
healing household remedy is Da
Witt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly A Co.

KILL the COUCH
IIU I and
CURE thi LUNGS

Dr. King's

WITH

Ihvi Discovery
Consumption

Price
60c 11.00

OUGHSanl

mm

rarais

Mexico City and

return

Druggists and Grocers
Large or 2 Doz. Split Bottles
1
Doz.
of
in cases
Sold by

?U

'tll.tllltlwiv,

$40.25,

June

a to 15 Inclusive. I.iinlt August
31, 1007.
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$41.75; sixty day, $72.90; season
limit. Dec. 15th. $87.45.
Denver and return. $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 30. 1907. Return
limit Oct 31. 1907.
T. E. PURDT, Agent.

iiy

For 12 tops ol Re Mela! caps
from Large Malt Nutrin. Bottle
or 24 (rom
whh Cold Trada-Bur- k
Split Bottle witli Black Trifle-mar- k
and 13c (or postage, we will tend
one o( our Vienna Art Plates to
toy adJreaa in tho Uuileii Stale.

w

H

hi

Anheuser-Busc-

h

St. Louis, Mo.
Brewers cf the

,

Famous Budweiser Beer

Trial.

Fre.

iOLDS

Surnat and timckest Our. lor ait
THROAT anrl LUIIO TVLOVB-LKor IIONrY 3ACK.

S,

I

I

I
I

Jy Miuiic.it

.Mamie u. ir.i:
anu
I.cu.r.
li ubtor.'M he t uuior,
H 1 i.iays the
ati .i. .ac
li tai.l
sa i'Ult:e.
li. f. lr. V. iliiums' in.!i:!ii lle u.a
I'm--ami lice
lor
ijh nl
r.ve.-box
ln if iii
.main imrts I'Y
mail on r.
.rr:iini'il. Ilv

1
fj M

wBU-mi-

s.

'

fin

,

drui-ci-t-

' IttsnU

ii t o

pri-e-

M

mi
i'nt 1'ropi.
rueliiid.
n..
1.00.
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FOR fiALE BY 8. TANN ft SON.
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TO SMIIiF, IV THIS FltOWN IXO, KTlUtitiMNU

TO HELP Ay OLD LADY ACIIOS8 TIIK STREET.

VOUU.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relieve Cold by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of tha bowels.
Coughs by cleansing tha
Reliere
mucous membrane of tha throat chast
and bronchial tube.
MAa

A Memorable Day.
One of tha days wa remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to
our health, Is the one on which we
became acquainted with Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
that cure headache and bllllousness,
and keep the bowels right. 25o at all
dealers.

bladder is DeWltt's Kidney and Hind
der Pills.
Their action Is prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
350. Sold by J. H. O Rlelly A Co.
o

Piles get quick and certain rell-- f
from Dr. Shoop's Maglo Ointment.
Please note It Is made alone for
Piles, and Its action la positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like maglo by
The bet remedy for backache, Its use.
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass
kidneys, Inllamntlon of the Inrs SO cents. Sold by nV dealers.
wenk

Keppeler

G.L.

pleasant to tha tasta
aa Maple Sugar"

967

Phone

Children Like It

St.

S. Second

317-31- 9

Albuquerque
New Mexico

For BACKACHE WEAR KIDNEYS Try
OiWltfi Kldnij ind Bladder Pills Sura and Stfi
SOLD 11Y J. I. O'RIELXiY CO.

Company, held January 29,
0OaOaK5aDaX5aKDaDaX)00OaK)(
In witness whereof I have hereun
to set my hand and affixed the corporate seal of said company this 31st
IS NOW
day of January, A. D. 1907.
J. C. Bl KDocILiIa
(Seal.)
We not? operate the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
Filed February 4. 1907.
at the head waters of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
FRED A. SIMS,
fifteen giiewtx.
Secretary of State.
no
Endorsed: Foreign. No. 6033 Cor. q
(rneta at no vaney itancn.
awnmoanie twenty-liv- e
Will aend"iour wagons to meet any train at Glorleta,l if notified by let-- O
Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 4 S3.
ter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
CnrintA pnnv Articles of 1 ncornor- number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
atlon Blrdsell Manufacturing Compa
Addrena letters to Pecos, N. M.. Telegrams addressed to na at
ny, as amended.
Glorleta will be telephoned to as without delay.
Filed In office of Secretary or Nw
Mexico July 1. 1907. 9 n. m.
J. W. RATNOLDS,
Secretary.
Compared O. to M.
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A smile Is to our life Just what the
sunrise is to the world.
The world Is almost obscured Just
before sunrise. It Is gray and misty.
Nothing apEverything Is blurred.
pears as it really is, but takes on
some strange, fantastic shape Instead.
It Is a universe of. shadows.
Of course, everything Is really Just
the same as it will be after dawn.
tout It doesn't seem so.
are
The violets and the Dansles
waiting.
The trees are whispering
Just as happily.
The garden is
stretching there Just the same, with
Its fairy webs that the sniders are
spinning and Its every leaf and flow
er Btuaaed with little diamond drop
of dew. It is all there, you know,
before the sun ever rises.
nut we cannot see It.
Then. When the sun dona rise h
beauty of the whole world breaks

lady, but of it want to help everybody who !s
afraid of the confusion of the busy down or in trouble or unable to help
themselves.
street.
And It was chivalry towards woAs she hesitated, the boy came up.
We all possess that some
mankind.
He took off his cap, ana smiled.
of It. It Is such a tremendous pity,
Isn't it. that we are Kimwng so
"Liet me help you?" he said..
With the feeble old arm in his, he fish that we haven't always time t
There are still
led her safely over. It cost him only to be courteous?
places in big, busy America where
a minute and a little thought.
eleIt was a tribute that youth owes to men take oft their hats In public
vators when women are present.
age.
Perhaps.
But the spirit
Foolish?
It was simple kindness.
It was thouKhtfulness, and, of that prompts it isn't foolish. Itfeel-!s
course, politeness, because politeness only a survival of that world-ol- d
that every man owes all respect
is nothing ibut consideration
and ingevery
woman.
to
thoufrhtf ulness of other people.
was
sympathy. The feelinjr that
It
When the toy helped the old lady
made the boy want to be of some ser- he not only assisted her and himself CERTIFICATE
OF COMPAUISOX.
vice to the old lady was the same did a kind act, but he furnished a
feeling that makes every one of us lesson to a whole world full of
Territory
New
of
Mexico, Office of
who has a heart and is not ashamed
me secretary.
It J. W. Knvnolds. secretary of the.
territory of New Mexico, do hereby
TO SPEAK KINDLY TO YOUR WIFE.
certify that there was filed for record
in tnis ornce at 9 o clock a. m., on
the first day of July, A. D. 1907.
Articles of Incorporation of Blrdsell
Manufacturing Company (As
amended) Certified from
the State of Indiana,
(No. 6033.1
and also, that I have compared the
lonowing copy or tne same, with the
original thereof now on file, and declare H to be a correct transcript
mererrom ana or tne whole thereof.
Given undr my hand and the great
seal of the territory of New Mexico,
at the city of Santa Fe, the capital,
on mis -- sr. aay or July, A. i. 1907.
J. W. KAYNOLD8,
Secretary of New Mexico.
H. P. FLINT. Assistant Secretary.
Ualted States of America, State of
Indiana, Office of thd Secretary of
Mate.
I, Fred A. Sims, secretary of state
Of the start e of Indiana, hereby cer- iiiy mar. me annexed pages contain
a full, true and complete copy of the
articles of association, or agreement
in writing or Ulrdsell Manufacturing
Company and Certificate of Increase
of Capital Stock, with the several
certificates thereon, filed March- - 10,
1870; February 6, 1907, as the same
appears on file aa the law directs
in this office.
In testimony whereof, I hereunto
set my hand and affix the great
seal of the state of Indiana. Done at
my offlee, in the city of Indianapolis,
mis Dm uay or June. a. u. ihuj.
(Signed)
FRED A. SIMS,
(Seal)
Secretary of State.
Know all men by these presents
that we, the undersigned of the city
of South Bend, St. Joseph county, Indiana, hereby associate ourselves together into a corporate- body by the
name ana siyie or me inraseu Manufacturing Company" for the period
of fifty yenrs.
The object of the association la to
manufacture and sell Blrdsells Combined Clover Separator and other agricultural implements and machines.
The capital stock of the company
shall be fifty thousand dollars, ulvld-e- d
into one thousand shares of fifty
Everything had gone wrong In th disagreeable words would
not
dollars each.
house that day.
things anv better hut It n.aan't make
tk.t
There shall be four directors who
The cleaning was only half do
manage the affairs of the comthe place was upi'
Tt
. 1. shall
tlAOIIIIU Vl n WAS) A HLAa.
pany and for the first year the directer's boy came late, the diinn-a
big
heart
enough
to
know
magic
the
ors
be John C. Blrdsell, Var-nuehall
miserably cooked.
u l a miiu wura.
O. Blrdsell, Joseph B. Blrdsell
Sho expected him to be tros.
-- r.
!!
Pnol.
..!
"
" nuiiuiia uttvo wruien volami Byron A. Blrdsell.
had every right to be cross. t,ho knew. umes' about
kind words, but none of
The business and principal operaShe had mismanaged everything,
nor
them
all
of
them
ever
have
come
tions of the company will be carried
was Just a failure.
anywhere near expressing
In the city of South Bend, St. JoAnd she threw her arms around beauty, all the power, all the all the on
seph county, Indiana.
comfort
. .
his neck, sobbing.
I
I .
An
....... 111,
tht
...cuna
wora
or
in
In
witness hereof we have hereunKino.'
nine
But the man was more of a man ness.
to subscribed our names this 8th day
than she thought. He did not speak
The
world
was
a
tc
of March, 187.
one unpleasant word. He did not ut- that woman. Her different place
tiredness vanished
JOHN C. BIRDSELL
ter a single syllable of blame. He did Her tears were dried.
VARNUM O. BIRDSELL
disap
Her
not even frown the least bit.
pointment In herself was taken away
JOSEPH B. BIRDSELL
Instead, he put his arms around her
,
BYRON A. BIRDSELL.
iur ner nusoana wa magnl
and held her close, and said:
a. wiuusanaroia.
State
of Indiana,
was
There
onl
"Cheer up, little woman. It's all sunshine
where there had bee St. Joseph County. ss.
right."
clouds.
Before me the undersigned, a no- It might have been because he disIt was a little bit of heaven for
liked a scene, but it wasn't. It might her.
have ben because he understood that
And it cost the mm nothing.
a

old

m

1

MYSTERIOUS
KILLS

SHEEP

Cheyenne. Wyo., July 9. State
Veterinarian W. F. Pflaeging, State
Chemist G. C. Knight and Dr. Totter
of the bureau of animal industry, this
morning departed for tha western part
of Natrona county, where a mysterious malady has killed 20,000 sheep
and threatens to exterminate the industry. They will make a minute
study of the trouble nnd expect to be
able' to classify it and evolve a remedy.
Dr. Pflaeging this morning stated
that there is little probability that
Ii;l cuusvd the
death of so many sheep, anil Is of
the opinion that some other form of
parasite may be held responsible. He
states that all of the sheep that have
damp
died were pastured In low
"grub-in-the-hea-

A

ro

.bj

AM

In and for said county,
ine aDove named jonn C Bird-sell- ,
Varnum O. Blrdsell. Jonenh n
Blrdsell and Byron A. Blrdsell. and
acknowledged the execution of tha
uoove cert i ileate.
Given under my hand and official
seal this 8th day of March, 1870.
J. R. FOSTER.
(Seal)
Notary Public
Filed March 10, 1870.
M. F. A. HOFFMAN,
Secretary of State.
Minutes of Annual Stockholders'
Meeting of Thd Blrdsell Manufacturing Company, held January 29,
IVUf.
The stockholders of the Blrdsell
Manufacturing company met in annual meeting at the office of the com
pany In South Bend, Indiana, at 4
p. m January 29, 1907.
The meeting was called to order
by Vied President B. A. Blrdsell, who
presided.
Secretary J. C. Blrdsell
acted as secretary of the meeting.
The roll call showed the entire
stock represented In person by B. A.
Blrdsell, J. C. Blrdsell and Harry A.
Kngman, Jr. individually and as executor of the estate of J. B. Blrdsell.
The minutes of the preceding annual meeting held January 30, 1906,
and of tha special meeting held July
13, 1906, were read and approved.
were
The following stockholders
unanimously chosen directors for the
ensuing year: B. A. Blrdsell, J. C.
Blrdsell and Harry A. Kngman, Jr.
Mr. J. C. Blrdsell offered the following resolution, which was adopted by unanimous vote of the stockholders
Whereas, the original stock of this
company was one thousand shares of
350 each, and the stock has been
ordered to be Increased at various
times until doubts and confusion
have arisen; and, whereaa, on Janu-uar- y
26, 1897, it was agreed by all
the stockholders
that the stock
should be and remain at 3250,000,
being 5,000 shares at $50 each, as
agreed upon March 31, 1885, and
that all other acts done on that sub
ject should be abandoned, annulled
and rescinded; and whereas, no certified copy of the record and proceeding of any such Increase has been
filed in the office of the secretary of
state of Indiana; and, whereas, all
the books of the company have been
kept, and all dealings with stock
done on the basis that said stock
was 5,000 shares of $50 each since

h.

The thought

god-6en- d

You Don't Count

the Gust

when eating our pies, cakea and
pastry, for U'a small In comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using tha products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this

fiTFB P

Machine

Works

JVaVsafr
on Mining mitd mill Mmohlnry m mnmmllty
Foundry east aid of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M
K)OaXK3KBOaX3aX)SX0OS0

621 North

First Street.

Phone No.

dSS

4ay.

PIONKK
907 South

BAKERY
First Street.
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EXCURSION
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Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points

Soa'hweutern Brewery

A loe Company.

oJKoax30oayjaxxK)ax3x

On Sale Dally
Juno 1st to Sept. 30th

via

paper and paint your
KnlifiicUon
iruarantewl.
to mail orders.
I'ronit
D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Go.
Iah

Ikhiho.

mo

nlu-nUo-

J.

6

South Second and Lead
3. D. Xakln, President.
Q. Qloml,

Caaa. Mallni,

eratary

D. Bachecal, Treasareg.

Vie President.

Consolidated Liquor Company

Plumber

j'j
Wines. Liquors and Cigars
Bueeesaors to

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

a

MCL1NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI
OIOMI.
WMOLMmALK DKALK
IN

W k00p

wrylblaa la Hook fa otflt th

nest fastidious bar aataplata

Have bsan appointed axolualva agents In tha outhwaet
jea. .
Schlltx, Wm. Lamp and St Louis A. B. C Breweries; Vllowstone,
Grsan Rlvsr, V. H. Mc Bra zee's Csdar Brook, Lula Hunter, T.J. Man.
arch, and othsr standard brands of whlsktea toe numsrOus te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell tha atralght article aa received by ia from tie best lmerlea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Btat a. Call aad lnvaeai ew
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated C talcrue and Prtea Idas.
Issued to dealers only.

THE

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

The St. Elmo

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

JOSEPH
f

20

Fttots

Rooting

Albuquerque, New Mexico

right.

lc

11777) TT

Foundry and

it. P. MALL, froprimfr
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars: Shaft-Ing- s,
Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columne and Ires
Fronts for Buildings.

It

child-birt-

mate

headquarters at

Los Angeles, California

Albuquerque

If You Want A

of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
to all women at the
and child. This scientific liniment is a
It.
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
but its use
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtImpure blood runs you down
gently prepares the system for the corning event, prevents 'morning
makes you an easy victim for
sickness." and other dis- di.seiiS.'X. Burdock Blood Bittern purities the
blood cures
the comforts of this period.
P,&
cause builds you up.
bold by all druggists at
$1.00 per bottle. Book
A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy is
containing valuable information free.
Carbolized Witch Hazel Salva
The Bradheld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly fc Co.

Mexico

oMoDooooaK)ooooooe(

Low rates, long limit, tickets ac
January 26. 1897:
cepted on Limited and all other
Therefore, Resoiveo mat the stocK
of this company be Increased from trains. Call at ticket office and we
1.000 shares of $50 each to 6,000 will plan your trip back east, We
shares of $50 each; and the secretary are all going. Why not your
is hereby directed to certify a copy of
the record of this meeting to the secretary of atatd of Indiana within
thirty days.
T. E. PURDY, Agent
There being no further business,
upon motion the meeting was adA. T. & S. F. RY.
journed.
I, J. C. Blrdsell. secretary of Bird-se- ll
Manufacturing Company, certify
corthat the foregoing Is a true and prorect copy of the minutes of the
ceedings had at the annual stockholders' meeting of the Birduell Manufac- -

EU3&TIHIIEIR

BILICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL invite their friends to

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

.Mine

an ordeal which all
women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing; compares with
the pain and horror of

O.

The Hollenbeclt Hotel

so

tary public

Places.

PEST

20,000

Such pasture place alwayi
breed disease of sheeD. this inlmi
requiring a dry, airy pasture. It Is
prooaoie mat some parasite
germinated in the damp groundwhich
has
attacked the sheep and Is causing thd
heavy mortality. It Is to clruudrv this
parasite that the three experts went
to the scene of the epidemic this
morning. They will dissect affected
sheep and will trace the effects of
the pre.sumed parasites
thoughout
Trie entire system.
"If there Is a possible remedv
said Dr. Ptlaeglng, "we Intend to find

suddenly upon us. We perceive that
it was always beautiful, and that all
that was necessary to make Its beau
ty manifest was Just the sun.
So with a smile which lightens our
lives.
Our humdrum days are far more
rich with beauty than the garden Is,
Sometimes, when wo hear people say
this, we stand and look into our
hearts and lives and experience, and
wonder flow they can think such fool
lsh things. We can't see any beauty
there, but only disappointment and
pain, and the struggle that seems to
go on and on and on forever and ever
and ever. Our lives are so misty, so
full of shadows.
And then, perhaps, a 'little flash of
wisdom comes to us, some way, and
we smne once at me mists and at the
snaaows.
And they are all gone, because the
un nan come up.

A.

ESfi5SS&lf&wt. New

BARNETT, Prop'f.

West Railroad Avenue
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Finest Whiskies
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The ALBUQUERQUE
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
;

By

The Citizen Publishing Co.

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

ABOUT TOWN
THIN ICE
Charles Ontlln, a well known ranchman of Magdalena, was in the city
on business yesterday.
(Continued From Page One.)
A marriage license waa Issued today to Prudencla Sanches and Cres-encl- o
question.
Moraga, both of Atrlsco.
1 refuse
A.
on that ground, un
E. A. Mlra. of ?uta, h wcailhy
advice of counsel.
sheep man, arrived here yesterday derQ.theI)ld
you
bring with you, gov
from his home In Sandoval county.
any vouchers showing the dls
Principal J. B. Miller, of the Al- ernor,
position of this fund during your In
buquerque High school, left last night cumbenry
of the office of governor?
for Valencia, county on legal busiMr. JVichard: The attorney
for
ness.
the territory objects to that because
g
The second crop of alfalfa is
it Is Immaterial whether he brought
cut from the court house lawn voucners or not.
and the yield is quite heavy for a dry
A. No, I brought no memoranda
farming proposition.
In regard to any
distribution
of
Captain B. Ruppe and family left funds.
Q.
Tou have vouchers on the
for Hear canyon this morning. The
family will camp at the canyon while subject, have you not?
Mr. Prlchard: Objected to as Im
Mr. Ituppe visits hlsjead mine.
M. C. Turner, a local mall carrier, material.
A. I have a memoranda In my
is absent on leave at his home in the
personal possession concerning
the
east where he went with the body o expenditures
of some of this money,
his sister, who died here last week.
(J. Are (these memoranda in the
P. Gonzales, editor of the local
of vouchers or receipts taken
Spanish newspaper, Public Opinion, form
from persons to whom monies out
was taken to St. Joseph's hospital of
this
fund have been expended by
today, suffering from a serious ill- you i
ness.
Mr. Prlchard: Objected to as imAugustine
Sanchez, well material.
Mrs.
known In Uarelas, Is dangerously III
Mr. Field: As the vouchers speak
with typhoid fever.
For the last for themselves, I advise Gov. Hager- twenty-fou- r
hours her condition has man not to answer the question. Of
been critical.
course If the vouchers rnn possibly
The Triple Link Rebokah Lodge. be made public, they will be made
No. 10, will bold A regulai meeting PUDIIO.
A. I refuse to answer cn the
this evening at I. O. O. F. hall. Inof my counsel.
stallation of officers. All members reQ. Tou Bay that you have memquested to be present.
personal possession,
A base ball game
between the oranda intheyour
expenditure of the fund
Genonlmos and the olu town team covering
inquiring. Have
about
which
we
are
will be plnyed during the present
produced those vouchers in obedmonth at Traction park, but at pres- vou
to
ience
duces tecum?
subpoena
the
ent no date has been set.
Mr. Prlchard: The attorney for the
John W. Allen, a well known cat- territory
objects to their production
tleman and owner of fine New Mex- for the reason that they are incomico porkers, is in the city visiting petent.
Immaterial
Harry Cooper, deputy U. 8. marshal. testimony In this case.and irrelevant
Mr. Allen will leave tonight for Los
Mr. Field: I advised Gov. Hager-ma- n
Angeles.
to decline to produce any paAn Informal dance will be held at pers In response
to the subpoena
the Commercial club rooms tomorrow duces tecum for the reason that it
was
Issued without authority of law
evening. The guests will wear negligee costumes and the affair Is planand the vouchers nre not subject to
ned for comfort and enjoyment, pure public inspection except upon the order of a competent court.
and simple.
produce
to
A. I refuse
these
Mrs. Grunlieb, formerly a resident
for the reasons Btated in
of and stiil an owner of much prop memoranda
erty here, passed through the city the objection of my counsel.
memoranda, Governor,
J. Those
yesterday en route to Wisconsin with
files of your office, were they
the oody of her son, Arthur, who died were
:
not
in Los Angeles a few days ago.
Mr. Field: That is a matter of law.
A case is being tried todav before
Q. And kept by you as such?
Justice of the Peace Romero In old
Mr. Prlchard: objected to as Imtown in which the 'plaintiffs, TruJIllo material
if it was a matter of fact.
brothers, are seeking to recover a bill
Prlchard: That is objected to
of $64, which the defendant claims as Mr.
Incompetent,
Irrelevant and imma
has already been paid. T. C. Mon-toy- a terial.
Is the attorney representing the
A. Yes, I did so.
defendant.
Q. And that fund was not conAdjutant General A. P. Tarklng- - fused with any
other fund of yours,
ton, of the New Mexico
National personal or public?
Guards, with headquarters at Santa
Mr. Prlchard: Same objection.
Fe, accompanied by Mrs. Tarklngton
A. That fund was kept separate
arrived In the city this afternoon on .from other funds and drawn upon
the belated limited. General Tarking- - separately by me as a separate acton stated that his visit was to look count of mine in this bank.
Q.
after the local battalion.
Was the deposit of which that
Roy and Ed Green, "Red" Morelli, fund became a part drawn upon by
except
Bill McLaugiiary and Bernie Grubb, you for any other purpose
being
the five boys who stole $40 worth of those which you attributed asgoverncontingent
expenses
of
the
fireworks from a chest in the rear of
the Hawley book store on the night or's office?
Mr. Field:
I advised Gov. Hager- of the Fourth, were arraigned before
Police Judge W. W. McClellan this man to decline to answer thnt ques
morning at 9 o'clock and after a se tion because It calls for his opinion
vere reprimand from the Judge were upon a matter of law.
I decline to answer upon the
A.
aiumissed.
stated in the objection of
The funeral of John C. Lawier, grounds
aged 66 years, a former
furniture myQ. counsel.
You kept those files In your
man of this city, who died in Los
Angeles Inst Saturday, will be held office as gover.i r, did you not?
Mr.
Pricharl: Objected to as im
from his late home tomorrow morning at 8 a. m., and at 9 a. m., from material.
A. No, Jlr.
the Church of the Immaculate ConIs it not true, governor, that
ception, with Interment
in
Santa youQ. drew
certain portions of the
Itaiiinra cemetery. The pall bearers
rom lime to time.
will be J. C. Baldridge, J. A. Thiron, fund In
In advance of
T. A. Whitten. L. Shoemaker, W. W. or at stated jtqrlods.
expenditures
ti
be
made from tho
McDonald and It. J. Sweeney.
fund?
The arrangements for the funeral
Prlchard:
The attorney for
of Mrs. F. H. Wolklng, who died last theMr.territory
objects for the reasons
evening at her home, 707
North stated In the objection to
Eighth street, will not be announced question asked this witness. the first
before Friday night on account
of
(No answer).
the arrival of relatives
from the
(Question read).
east. Mrs. Wolklng Is survived by a
A. I drew certain portions of the
husband and four children, J. F., fund from time to time In advance
Maria, of this city; Hilda, of Lincoln, of expenditures made out of it. yes.
Neb., and H. B. Wolklng, of Nevada.
Q.
When those funds were thus
A train load of fine cattle from withdrawn, or when
moneys were
Iteming, N. M., will arrive here to- thus withdrawn from that fund, how
morrow morning en route to Hnck-burdid you keep them in advance of
Ariz. On account of the fever expenditures?
quarantine established by the deMr. Prlchard:
That Is objected to
partment of animal industry along because It is Immaterial.
the Southern Pacific railroad, all catA.
Put It in the bank.
tle destined for Arizona points west vQ. In a special deposit?
of Tucson have to be moved via the
Mr. Prlchard:
Objected to for the
Santa Fe. To avoid the fever "line" same reason.
the cattlo are taken over 400 miles
A.
In a deposit separate from oth.
out of the way, a total distance of er deposits I had in the bank.
U0U miles.
Q.
You did not keep that fund In
Mrs. L. J. Rummell entertained a your general personal account, did
numiber of guests In the Moon studio you?
on Central avenue last night. A pleasMr. Pilchard:
Objected to for the
ant evening was enjoyed by those same reason.
present. Uancing was the feature of
A. I did not keep that fund in
the evening and the guests danced till any other personal accounts in the
a late hour.
Painty refreshments bank.
Q.
.were served.
I understand,
governor, that
Those present were:
Meadames Frank Moore. Wood. Ilei- - you kept a sort of a special deposit
ger, Jones, Hanchet, Fllmore; Misses of the fund withdrawn from this aphprelght,
Jannett, Bryson, Irene propriation and upon the deposit thus
i.new, Mabel Bryson, Virginia Hubbs; made, you drew as occasion demandMessrs. Frank Moore. E. L. Meillnr ed?
MK Prlchard: Objected to for the
Fllmore, Jacobson, H. A. Scott, John
nancnet, J. o. Jacks, E. S. Kates, same reason.
A.
I
say in this conwill
Mc.Mahon, Frank Ackerman,
Walter nection,
I considered this a fund apAlien.
propriated by the legislature to enable the governor to perform his ofALBUQUERQUE AIR
ficial functions, and I considered it
IS BEST ON EARTH legitimate to charge against the fund
any
expense Incurred by me In my
"Albuquerque looks and feels good
to me." remarked Kurle Hloml hnu office in my official capacity,
for
clerk for the Santa Fe here. "During which no other appropriation
was
my w een a stay in Topeka and Kanmade by law. I did not consider It
sas city the heat was practically the or treat It In any sense as an insame as In this city, but it felt ten crease In the governor's salary or
degrees hotter. The nights are cool as my personal fund.
Mr. Prlchard: I withdraw the last
and comfortable here, but In and
around Kansas City one can scarcely objection.
sleep.
Witness excused.
"The weather officials call the Missouri and Kansas heat humidity,
Hint Kills Three.
St. nuls. Mo.. July 9. Three deaths
wnne the New Mexico warmth
Is
pure unadulterated heat and the New and ten prostrations due to the exMexico coolness is also pure coolness. treme heat were reported today.
used to live In Kansas City but I
have become thoroughly acclimated
If you are troubled with burning or
now and Albuquerque Is good enough perspiring feet try a box of our foot
fur me."
powders. Immediate relief and final
cure guaranteed or money refunded.
Price 20 cents per package. C. Mav's
Shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.
THE

TTESDAY,

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTmVEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

Protecting Coat Supply

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

The prerldent believes In saving the great natural fuel supply from being
minded In a wasteful and extravagant manner and at the same time he desires to prevent It from being entirely controlled by the coal trust.
While It is hard to work up much enthusiasm over coal In New Mexico
right at this season of the year when the Ice man Is the greatest bugaboo,
yet at the same time, anything pertaining to coal Is of the deepest interest
to we people of the southwest.
The most extensive and most valuable coal deposits In the United States
are as yet but little developed In this territory.
The Dawson and Gallup fields are worked more perhaps than any other
fields in the southwest.
At .the same time monster deposits of coal can be
One of the most extensive
found In many other section of New Mexico.
fields Is awaiting development In San Juan county and If properly handled
this field will produce coal for centuries.
The common people those who pay the coal and the grocery bill
would not only like to see the president's policy In full force and effect but
theF would like to see Its logical result 'the reduction of the price of coal
to the consumer.
The Kansas City Star of Sunday, comments upon the president's policy
as follows:.
"President Roosevelt is very much In earnest In his purpoce to protect
the coal supply from waste on the one hand, and from monopolistic control
on the other.
He foresees the Inevitable exhaustion, of the country's coal
t some distant time, and he Is determined that this diBtance shall be as great
as Intelligent foresight at this time can make It.
"Under the direction of the president the geological survey Is securing
of coal producers In the perfection of mining methods. The
the
amazing statement Is made that a few years ago only about 40 per cent of
the coal reached by the miners was put on the market, the remaining 60 per
eent being wasted in the mining and the handling.
At this time the waste
has been reduced to about 40 per cent.
It Is believed that this can and
should be almost eliminated by proper mining methoda, and that with these
methods the cost of coal to the consumers should be reduced rather than
Increased.
"President Roosevelt, about a year ago, arbitrarily withdrew much of
th coal land In the public domain from allotment In order to give congress
a chance to provide for its better protection In the future. For this he has
been severely criticised by the several coal trusts and those allied with or In
sympathy with them and by political opponents.
He has been accused of
overstepping executive authority.
But the president has Justified his course
emergent
Congress,ground
necessity.
of
'on the
nevertheless, was too
.largely influenced by the coal interests to respond, to the president's appeal,
and since the adjournment he has released most of the lands withheld.
He
till hopes, though, to see such laws enacted as will prevent the coal com- .panles from securing control of the Remaining deposits
Jeopardizing
of the people's coal supply. And surely the people at large are In favor of
,uch restrictions as will prevent the monopolization of any and all of those
upon which the masses must depend."
; natural resources
to-th-

at ?F iauritin
a
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There is one thing that can be said about the Hagerman experts imMexico and that Is, they were all "good at Aggers."
The Morning Journal Is authority for the statement that Trelford has
now "Figgered out" that the penitentiary ought to be making at least $25,000
a year over and above.
The Cltlien Is not in position to say Just what the penitentiary ought to
be doing since all of Trelford's) mismanagements are not yet known, but The
Citizen can say that the penitentiary has not beei making twenty-fiv- e
thous- uviimo o.
tuiu
nuine o.uuv oui ui an appropriation or X35.UUU
left for the balance of the fiscal year, the chances are that the penitentiary
will do mighty well to break even with the board.
If Trelford enjoys spending his spare time figuring out what the penitentiary ought to be doing. The Citizen does not feel disposed to discourage
him.
In fact, The Citizen is of the opinion that it will be much more profitable for the territory to have Trelford amuse himself by figuring while some
one else conducts the affairs of the prison.
Facts do not lie and the penitentiary, for the first time In over a year,
Is open to a sweeping Innpectlon at the hands of the public.

ported to New

jcr

Watch a town's growth and progress by Its newspapers.
The
Is the first to lead In development and the last to howl calamity
that
la If it be the right sort of a newspaper.
Tucumcarl, the properous county
eat of Quay county, Is developing at a rapid pace. Business Is good and It
possesses a class of men who pull together for the good of the community.
The Tucumcarl News appeared last week In twenty pages cram full of interesting news and breathing the air of prosperity that abounds in Its community.
The News is one of the very best weekly papers In the southwest
and It Is edited In one of the very beat communities In New Mexico.
Quay
county helps the News and the News helps Quay county.

paper

An exchange, whose editor was moved to verse, contains the following
in his office whence all but him had

la the editorial column: "The editor sat

lied, and he wished that every last dead beat was In his gravestone dead,
his mind then wandered far away to the time when he should die and his
royal editorial soul go scooting to the sky; when he'd roam the field of paradise and sail o'er the Jasper seas, and all things glorious would combine his
every sense to please. He thought then how he'd look across the great gulf
dark and drear, that'-law- n
between his happy soul and those who swindle
here, and when for water they would call, and In agony they'd caper, he'd
hout to them: 'Just quench your thirst with the due that's on your paper." "
When is a negro not a negro would seem to be n conundrum fitting the
case of Antonio Apache. Apache. If he is a negro, Is a credit to the race.
If he Is not a negro, the New York artists, who nays he I, ought to be put
to the trouble of apologizing at the least.
Whatever Apache may be, he
la a smooth talker, a clever business man and universally admired by the fair
ex.
Could it be Just possible that Jealously prompted the tales spread
broadcast about his origin?
The Elida. News contains such little matters of general Information us
the following for the edification of the Ignorant old pelleun who put New
Mexico on the map as a part of the gnat American desert:
"One farmer
west of Elida, Roosevelt county, reports his field corn shoulder high and
that
too measured by a man of nearly six feet In height.
This particular field
was planted In March and at a time when all the neighbors made light of
uch an early planting."

y,

.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque. New Mex.
Lard-Rib-

Kelly Phillips, of Nutt, Luna county. New Mexico, won a purse of $"r,0
BROTHERHOOD
TO MEET
for roping and lying three steers in three minutes in the bull ring at Juarez.
Kelly Phillips is little more than a boy and holds the belt as the champion
roper of I.una county.
Ho has been reared In a saddle on a ranch and is
The Presbyterian Brotherhood will
typical of New Mexico cattlemen.
He Is an expert roper and rider, fearless hold a meeting tonight in the church
parlors ut H p. m. The Bible lesson
and wlthall a gentleman and possessed of good business Judgment.
will be "Christ's Knowledge of Man
Mis Need." Topic for discussion:
and
Trouble never comes singly.
This was demonstrated when a Socorro "What Should the Brotherhood
county man went out Saturday, got caught In a wind storm, was struck by a For E u h of Us 7" W. J. Johnson, l)o
of
piece of wood blown from a windmill, knocked down upon the railway track, the Bank of Commerce, will render
struck by a Santa Fe passenger train and killed. If tills Is not hard luck a graphophone entertainment of sacred and secular songs. JCef reshments
in bunches, then what is hard luck?
will be served. All men who need
and help of men In their efforts toA Kentucky man found a whiskey bottle floating down a stream, broke ward better things and all men who
it open and discovered that It contained a young lady's name and address. are willing to help other men who
Now he Is going to niurry her. although he probably never will cease to feci are Peking truth and soul contentment are invited to attend the meetorry that there was nothing elce In the bottle.
ing tonight.
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M. L. SCHUTT
219 South 2nd.

7

C. F. Allen

Spi-ltc-

Galvanized

V. S. S
U. 8. S.

37

pfd
Greene Cananea
Santa Fe Copper
Shannon
t'nlumet and Arizona
old Dominion
Copper Knnge
North Hutte

liutte

100
17

3

18
173

Call up 597

6eneral

83

87

27

I3A.KERY"

French Bakery Co.

E.

furnaces,

Tin

Rooting,

Jobbing;

BAR OF COMMERCE
109

LINE

202

Air

305 West Gold

When in need of anything in the
484

Coal

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and .Storage
Tanks, H o t

Guttering, etc.

Highland Livery

R.R.Ave.

South First St. 'Phone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

Gradi & Gxaunini

Summary of Conditions.
New
York, July 9. American
to
be
stocks In London weak,
low parity.
Federal government will proceed
against American Tobacco Co. under
Sherman law on Wednesday.
Governor Hughes message asks for
and direct nomination measures nt special session.
Good demand for stocks in loan
crowd.
London market generally inclined
to sell off, with special pressure in
copper stocks.
On present Indications M. P. snoulrt
earn 10 per cent on stock In Its fis
cal year.
Thirty-eigroads for fourth week
n June show average gross Increase
10.61 per cent.
Twelve Industrials unchanged.
declined
Twenty active railroads
.39 per cent.
ht

Wo give special attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mowers.
Wheat Hinders, Rakes, Hay PresHcs, Wind Mills. We carry high quality of
Kansas City Murket.
Kansas t'hv, July 9. Cattle re of machinery and tools. Write us for special catalogue. J. KORRER & CO.,
ceipts 9.000. Market steady to strong. Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.
Southern steers $3.50if()5.00; southern cows $2.2513)3.60; stockers and
bulls $2.75 fi)
feeders $3.25 5.00;
4.75; cnlves $3.50 fti 6.00; western fed
steers $4.25 ir 6.25 ; western fed cow s
$2.75 !? 4.60.
Sheep receipts 4000. Market strong
These Are
Muttons $5.UOr(i6.00; lambs $7.00ii
7.80; range wethers $4.75 5.80; fed
ewes $4.25 5.00.
Carriage
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. July 9. Cattle receipts
Buying"
4,00.
Market steady. Reeves $4.80
di 7.30;
1..75filB.30;
cows
heifers
S2.60W5.70; calves $5.00 (fj) 7.25 ; good
Days
to prime steers $5.90 7.30; poor to
and
medium $4.80ii)5.85; stockers
feeders $2.90 fi 5.30.
14.000.
Market
receipts
Sheep
Easy Terms
year$4.00 fi 6.00:
weak. Western
lings $6.00 6.75: lambs $5,500:7.75;
and
western $5.50 7.80.
Metal Market.
York, July 9. Lead weak,
$5.156.20; copper weak $22.50
23.50; silver 67c.
St. IxhiIs Wool Market.
St. Louis, July 9. Wool steady;
unchanged.
New

Produce Market.
Closing quotaChicago, July 9.
tions:
Sept.
Wheat July
Sept.
Torn July
Sept.
Oats July
Pork July $16.15; Sept. $16.35.

YOU CAN'T ENJOY
Your Vacation
If you find that the stranxe eating
and drinking upsets your stomach and
liver and causes you to suffer from
an attack of Cramps, Diarrhoea, or
liilioiiMiicHM.
Re on the safe side and
take along a bottle of

A dose

Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Life and Accident,

Albuquerque Carriage

REFRIGERATORS
tttE have just re- ceived alarge

flt'si

Tibs

consignment of refrigerators, zinc
and white enamel
lining, ranging in
prices from $10.00
to $40.00.

will
II1UI '1

unnecessary suffering,
for
it
never
to
foils
keep the Stomach, Liver and
Kidneys
in
a
healthy condition.
It also cures
Poor ApiM'tlto,
w..i itmixestioii,
;j; i)sK'isiu,
Costivoiicss,

lleurtbuin or

Malarial lVvcr.
Try a b"tt,e- - we
guarantee it pure.

Co.

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

at the first

STOMACH

ifeJC153
?j

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys snd Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

Stomach
Bitters

wroSTtlTj symptom
x

Agent for

Do you Intend buying
vehicle to enjoy the summer monthi? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
incomes.

Hostetter's

11
HE

Low Prices

96.
54.
39.

92:
54;
43;

Strut

The Strongest Company
Writing Accident Insurance in the World.

July $8.80; Sept. $8.97.
July $8.47; Sept. $8.67.

--

r
Market.
St. Louis, July 8. Spelter lower,
Market letters received by F. J. $6.12.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 87 Barnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M over
Are you looking for sometnlngT Retheir own private wires.
member the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit. It talks to the people and
New York Stocks.
$12.10 they talk to you.
October cotton
91
Amalgamated Copper
Constipation.
122
American Sugar
118
For constipation there Is nothing
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
434 quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stom81
Atchison
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
59
produce a pleasant movement of the
Anaconda
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
674 bowels without any disagreeable ef97
Haiti more and Ohio
fect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free.
173
Canadian Pacific
For sale by all druggists.
32
Colorado Fuel
11
Chicago Great Western
24
Krle com
75
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
113
124
Pennsylvania
Heading
106
Saddle horses a specialty. Beat
2114 drivers
Rock Island
In the city.
Proprietor of
79
Southern Pacific
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
136
St. Paul
RAMBKOOK BROS.
20
Southern Railway
112 John Street
Phone 690.
138
Union Pacific

Real Estate and Loans

Traveler' Insurance

s-

MARKETS

TELEGRAPHIC

1

PRESBYTERIAN

a

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

ad-vl- co

President Roosevelt Is being generally commended by the people at
large, as the result of hla efforts to protect the coal supply of the United
Among .the many excellent policies advanced by President RooseStates.
velt, the very best Is his stand on this question.

JtLY't, i07.

iOnly Thing For a Picnic

bs-ln-

MANAGING EDITOR

FIVELY EQUIPPED JOB DEPARTMENT.

HoorS

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.... Staab Building

tvekhay, atxr t, im7.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

HURT

ANIMALS WHICH EIIJOY BIG HOTEL PLANNED FOR BADLY

Try our Teas

III

Kodol will nourish and strengthen

organs and furnish the
FALL your digestive
your
digestive

prescription; right

Subscribe for Tlie Crtrsett and get
the news.

At Consistent
Prices

ol

JEI.1EZ

FAST RIDES Oil

SIDE

DOWN

HOT

OF

MOUNTAIN

TRAINS

We have a full line of

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teat

of Them Are Will be Erected at San An
Shipped by Express
tonio and Auto Line Oper
Dally.
ate From This City.

Thousands

Including
P Gunpowder,

Oolong,

Boulder on Which Clayton Sat
Rolled From Under

Japan,

be-lw- rs

Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

.CASINO.

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Santa Fe Restaurant

20 People 20

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
,
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

Soncfay, Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday Nights.
BOSTON

B. RUPPE

Where to Dine Well

The Mascot

Him.

Charles H. Clayton, a young man
To any one taking th trouble to
about 22 years of age, whose home
notice some Btrnntre travelers may SMALL ELECTRIC LIGHT
Is In Areola, 111., and who, with Dr.
be seen pnjwlnir through Albuquerque
PLANT CONTEMPLATED J. O. Homer, of that Isplace, and a
Human
on tha Santa Fe trains.
enjoying a
party of four friend,
ones
only
are by no means the
tramping trip over the mountains of
who travel by rail on fast trains.
narrowly escaped death
Dally through this city passes a moi
According to the statement of Col. Naw Mexico,
evening In a terrible fall
ley collection of lower animals en W. H. Ureer, who returned last even- - Sunday
one oi tne peaxs
or
side
down
the
western
route to various eastern
ng from the San Antonio Hot Springs In the Manzano ormountains,
18 miles
nolnts. Cattle, horses, sneep,
N.
Jemex,
seventeen
of
miles
north
of the city. He was sitting
and swine almost Invariably have to M., In the midst of the Jemex na southeast
weighing
tons,
on
boulder,
several
a
ana
nut un with the overcrowaea
freight train. Their lot tional forest, a Chicago company will projecting from the side of the mounir

English Breakfast,
M

WE FILL

Juices for
natural
stomach. It will make you well. Ko-ddigests what you eat. Sold by
J. II. O Rlelly
Co.

Under Savoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

IDEALOPERA CO.

6 for the erection
begin
tain near Its top, when suddenly the
Thursday Glrofle-Glroff- a
the most uppleasant and, of late, of a work August
rustic hotel, a small huge rock ibegan to roll, throwing
much lnfluenc has been brought o electric
plant and a plunge and
to one side and causing him to Reserved Seats at Matson's
bear for the purpose of improving modern light
It is something better
bath houses at the springs. him
follow In its wake for some disthe methods of transporting live
op
company
proposes
to
Thia
also
than you are now using.
Intended for the provision mar erate an auto line between Albu tance. His left arm was broken
stock
.
above the elbow, two ribs and his
querque
San Antonio, the autos collarbone fractured, and he is bruisThe freight train, however, does crossing and
bridge
fol
Barelas
and
the
not carry all the animal freight which lowing a mesa route to avoid tne ed over his entire fcody and head.
TRY IT
Dr. Homer was standing nearby.
goes over the road. The passenger sand along
the river.
men being Intent on
Iboth young
train v th Its express cars does an
Colonel Qrjer will leave for Chi watching the sunset ana the apparent
enormous business In transporting cago
evening
complete
tomorrow
to
windstorm raging toward th
live stock. The most common cra
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express
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every
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his
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almost
In
market
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a large Interest.
dred yards away, where he and his
and ducks take tip a large share of tain
speaking at the proposed resort frlepds
dressed the Injured man's cuts
the space. Freight is too slow ana at In
The
the springs he said:
and bruises, and reduced his frachazardous for market fowls, but In
"A.
Fitzgerald,
wealthy
con
T.
a
Standard Railway of Mexico
the express car they can be fed and tractor of Chicago, who has been at tures. Dr. Homer had a small medicase
surgical
him,
with
but
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cine and
ine Train
watered conveniently
Alvarado for the past six weeks, was obliged to manufacture splints for
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health
proper
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me there and will
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stated that young Clayton, who
must be shipped at the risk
g shipped
Indianapolis where we Is He
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Dr. Homer stated that the young
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plant which will be op yards down the mountain side behind
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and Cattle Producing 1 41 mis
by water power from a fall the boulder, which crashed Its way
with a cup for watr. The cost or erated
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Great System.
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heat
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ANOTHER LARGE AUDI
If the or the hot springs and light It with tially unconscious when picked up,
of a regular passenger traincompany
vve will
electricity.
also have a he was certainly mistaken, since so
Can learn of much that Is
owner signs a release to the
in
Intensely Interesting and create
nf nccirtent and pays a certain numtier of log cabins to lease to faml great a weight would have crushed
AT
ENCE
fpe. In such cases the d"g need not lies who do not want to stop at the him to death.
a desire to visit the
be crated and may be taken out for notei. A plunge and modern bath
houses
will
be
also
as
built
stopping
places.
needed.
at
various
exercise
We expect to have the resort open
It was Monday night and there was
of to the public early next season and BROWNS WILL PLAY
Not long ago a consignment
a big minstrel show in town, but tne
will break
City
ground for the building
WhW
at
ao.nl
hnund for the
Mascot" at the Traction park Ca
by obtaining a map folder of th
in not later than August 5.
sino drew a large audience neverthe rhirnen nassed through the citydied
Mexican Central Railway, as In
'Any one having seen the auto line
EL PASO TEAMS
less. This piece has caught the fancy an express car and one of them
It are to be found brief sketchat this point. insieao or iminunn which runs from Silver City to the
, of the people of Albuquerque and the
es of plaos and things In Mexengagement or the Boston laeai com n tank of water for the seals, which Mogollon camp, a distance of 98
ico that, for grandeur, antlqully
miles In 5 hours and 30 minutes over
cdy company here promises to be a unniH hcinn henvv and cumbersome very
and historical value, have no
rough country will not question
The Mcintosh Browns, under the
success for the company and a treat Ice was suspended above the animals
equal In the world.
to drip tne ieasFDimy or a similar
ne to chaneronage of O. A. Matson as man
for the public. In the "Mascot" are and the cold water allowed
Folders, rates and all InforThis method answers the San Antonio. It is a very simple ager, will leave Aiouuucruue fatur
situations which alone would make a nn thorn.satlsfactorially
mation furnished on application
nowadays
matter. Two autos will operate the day morning at 12:20 a. m. for El
and
porcupine giggle, but when these sit- purpose
Paso, where they nave signea up ior
uations become mixed up with the In seals and sea uons are generuuy smy line to begin with.
I have been at the springs for two gann's with tne regular jui
imitable Burgess brothers there is nnri In this WAV.
C. F. BERNA
Rarn nnrsns Travel PV Xlirtrsw in four weeks going thoroughly over the team. The games will be played
the
"sure something doing" with high
5ox ground and making
manner.
tho mnat luxurious
detailed plans. Saturday afternoon and Sunday af
merry ha-hAgent
The team stands
Commercial
Mr. Fitzgerald spent some time at ternoon.
both are uncommonly tall men in stalls are fitted up in the car, aonheavy
EL PASO, TEXAS.
the the springs and U enthusiastic over
Is confident that
iManager
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Matson
the estimation of conneisseurs
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lAimong tne
The music of the piece has an or- taun nf dumb brute which
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
ana tunity to rest at a good hotel after Browns will play this season are thoso
iginal charm, which Is ever refreshing thmisnnds of dollars, pernaps,
corpor
leaving the train and see our city. with the Southwestern team oi 1.1
and never reminds you of something has the earning capacity of a.
The pleasure resort at the springs Paso: the Cimarron. X. M., team, and
else, and the libretto abounds in mer ntlnn lnwver.
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or
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Hloorted animals
will prove a paying proposition to the Santa Fe Centrals.
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Convenience - Comfort - Security

25c and 35c
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MALOY'S

0

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the oaurea lea
and the worries fewer.

Mexican Central

A TELEPHONE

YOU KEk

l

Columbus
Motel

telephone
Tlie
your health, prolongs jwu Ute
and protect your home.
IN TOUR BOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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For Good

SCREENS

FLY"

Meals
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Door acreena aa strong aa an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-ma- d
screen doora In both strength and price. Window
acreena that art aa atrong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PLANING- MtLlT
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING
-

TOURISTS
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LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

PIANO

WHEN YOU BUY A

BUY A
CHECKERING & SONS
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There Are No Better

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

a.

124 South Second St.
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Los Angeles and Return $35
ft
Dielo, Coronado and
$35
Return
San Francisco and Return $45
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Albuquerque,
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POSIOFflCE

WOULD ESTABLISH

REESTABLISHED
Today a petition signed by a large
number of the residents of the Sundia
mountain district, asking the govern
the pnstofflce
ment to
which was abolished last December.
some of the
present
conditions
1'nder
settlers have to come twenty-fiv- e
miles fur their mail to Albuquerque,
which Is the nearest postofrtce. The
.liw.rii't Is the home of about one
who
would
Inhabitants.
thousand
The office
make use of the office.
was
at
situated
abolished
was
which
Carpenter.
Take a Postmaster's Word for it. &t
remaster
Mr M. F. Hi a. 'on,
Cherryvale. Ind., keeps also a stock
of general merchandise and patent
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy id stanJard here in it .Inc. It
inn
never fails to g;ve sausiacuun withwe could hardly afford to be
druggists.
by
all
sale
For
It."
out
Bring us your Job wont. Price
tho very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection ar.ywhere.
and calling cards a specialty.
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HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
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Extremely Low Rates
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Return Limit Nov. 30

3rdSt& Gold Ave.
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and September

A FACTORY

HERE

We manufacture all kinds
of Indies' Hair Ooods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, puffs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Herg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
for this
especially prepared
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.
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event
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Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,
ground and
Rates $10,00 Per Week Up.
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plant
Proprietors
tablish a manufacturing
building paper.
specially prepared
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and many other purposes in the construction of buildings.
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Cured Tlirw of the Family with
TO OUR
Colic,
WE HAVE
initio of l'liunilierlalii'
BUSINESS
C holera
and I .. tinmen Remedy.
ADDED
I purchased a bottle of ChamberDiarrhoea
and
Cholera
lain's Colic.
Remedy, and found It to be all
We want you to try us for an order and you will continue. Our Ice
claimed for it in the adertlsements.
with
It
Three of the family have used
Cream is absolutely pure. We pack and deliver to any part of the city.
good results in summer turnout. m.
H k ll we, publisher of the Ires,
Highland, Wis. For sale by all drug-

'a

Phone 420

a

The Ice Cream and Sherbert Making
A Jj L

gists.

Our

Rortill

to be wasted
dry Co.
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oer. Imperial Laun-
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MATTHEW DAIRY CO.
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rom

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checkiag Account

X

Tht Pionr Tent Sanatorium ol New Mexico. Situated
CrUto Mountains,
amcng the foothill of the beautiful Sangre
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumt
J
l
t
I
mer climate. Resident physicians.

".

Full Particulars

a
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When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money isafe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Bank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bo large and small
accounts.
We solicit your account.
-
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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AND SURPLUS $200,000

M

Citizen Want Ads for Results

HOW TAMS BIXBY DIVIDED GREAT EMPIRE

A

SpBcial Announcememt !

INTO FARMS FOR EACH OF 104,000 INDIANS
lSSg&cf
yTT.

I take pleasure in advising the
Clothing Buyers of Albuquerque

v

that

""
i-

have secured the

I

ALBUQUERQUE

capital and surplus. $100,000

KOHN BROTHERS,
Chicago,
Fine Clothes for Men

INTEREST

in this city. Wejare specializing
i

Mufkog-ee-

A.

OXK OF TAMS RUBY'S CAMPS IX T1IK FIKM.
I. T., July . Tarns Bix-b- y self Into a sort of pntbate

will lay down his pen July 30 and

step out of the government service
after 10 years of strenuous work, hav.
ing practically completed the gl frantic task of dividing Indian Territory,
an empire In itself, into farms.

Twelve years ago congress and the
president decided that the Ave civilised tribes of Indian Territory
Creeks, Hemlnoles, Cherokees, Choc-taw- s
and Chlckasaws should
have
their Indian government abolished
and that the Indians should own the
land individually Instead of In tribal
form. Tarns Birby was sent down
from Minnesota to do the job.
Bixby found 19,776,286 acres of
land, unsurveyed, unplatted and partially unexplored, which he was to
divide up equally among the members of each of the five tribes. He
did not know how many members
there were of each tribe, neither did
the tribes kiior. Added to this was
the fact tha; fully half of the Indians
did not want the land divided, and
threw evory obstacle in the way.
That's why it tock 10 years.
Each nation had different agreements as to how the land should be
divided up. Every time congress met
It changed the laws under which Bixby and his commission worked. The
farther the work proceeded the bigger the Job got. It finally resolved
it

court.
which the commission, as a court.
Judicially determined how many Indians were to share in the Indian estate, and what particular portion each
was entitled to by virtue of possession
and improvements.
tirvnt Work.
At one time the commission had
600 men and over 100 teams at work.
Then rolls of the Indians had to
be made.
Neither the government
nor the trI1es had authentic rolls.
The tribal rolls had been brazenly
padded with straw names In order
to draw Indian money. Tarns took
out the dummies.
Many Indians would take to the
brush as soon as a government party
came Into the neighborhood.
Ten
years of persistent effort has failed to
get the names of some of these Indians.
Added to this difficulty In getting
the Indians to enroll was the persistent efforts of other claimants who
were not entitled to get on the rolls
so they could get lands. There were
250,000 applications for citizenship,
and out of that number 104,000 were
finally admitted.
A great force of law clerks had to
be maintained constantly to handle
t'ue intricate points of law that aro?e
out of these contested cases, and ton
after ton of record was prepared by
stenographers and submitted to the

CUTTING DOWN NOTED

V.

THE PENSION

Ts.

LINCOLN

Many Veterans Dally Removed Former Member of Bill Smith
by Death and Recent
Gang Surrenders in
Ruling.
Arizona.

loaaaiKKKXwa:
TAMS IHXBY.

secretary of Interior at Washington.
The rolls were finally closed by a
special order of congress March 4,
1907, and no name can now be added to or taken from the roll, and
every person on the roll gets an allotment.
There has been scarcely
a
during the time of Bixby's administration that he has not been assailed with charges of graft and corruption In handling the Indian lands,
but In every case these charges nave
been disproved before the secretary
of Interior.

th

AND

DIST.

Washington,

July

9.

Civil

war

fifty

a day to the number of

This ruling removes from the rolls

all pensioners who enlisted for ninety days and were on furlough a part
of that time so that their terms of
actual service aggregated less than
the ninety days stipulated by the service pension laws.
Moat of the men affected by the recent ruling enlisted In the first days
of the war. Many of them were members of the First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Illinois volh
unteers and the
Illinois,
known as the "Mechanics Fusileers."
The ruling Is based on a clause
which declares that a soldier to be
eligible for a pension must have
served "In the Civil war" for ninety
days, it being hald that they must
have been engaged in actual services
for that period.
"Mrclianlos FunUe"."
The "Mechanics Fusileers"
has
been discovered to be a regiment enlisted primarily for the purpose of
serving only as skilled workmen.
When they discovered that they were
to receive only the regular soldier
pay they protested. Because of this
misunderstanding
the war department ordered that they be mustered
In and immediately
mustered out
again, the formalities taking place on
the same day.
In the case of the six regiments
from Illinois, Investigation has shown
that many of the men were really
Confederate soldiers who were captured early in the war and held prisoners for a time at Louisville, Ky.,
and later at Rock Island, 111. These
men finally enlisted In the Union
army on an agreement that they
should not be sent south, but to the
western border. The enlistment stipulated that It was for 'frontier service," and It is held that they did not
Fifty-sixt-

serve "ninety days in the Civil war."
The question Involved
has been
raised many times before, but all
previous rulings have been that the
service time was from the time of
enlistment until the time of discharge
or muBteering out. The present ruling made by Assistant Secretary
Jesse E. Wilson and approved of
by the secretary of the interior, insists upon the full ninety days' actual
service.
lany.
MuHt
The ruling, coming Just at the time
of the granting of the service pensions under the law enacted oy the
recent congress, offers an opportun
a great number of
Ity to
claims, as not only new appllounts.
but old pensioners, applying for the
advance provided by that law must
again submit their papers. It is these
papers which are being pronounced
defective, with the result that numes
are being stricken from the rolls at
the rate of fifty a day.
Ohio veterans of the twenty-tw- o
regiments first to enlist, though not
ruling
under consideration when theseverely
was made, will suffer more
than any other remnant of the army.
The papers of men from all these
regiments are being held up in great
The great mass of them
numbers.
have the defect of a furlough period,
which will prove fatal.
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Use
It
Pyrup.
Contains no opiates.
out
the system by
of
the
cold
drives
ftently moving the bowels. Contains
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly a
rood as maple syrup. Children Ilk
IL Sold by J. H. O'Kielly & Co.

J.

at her parlors
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the

Solomonvllle, Ariz.,
July , 9.
George Smith, a former member of
the Bill Smith band of outlaws. Is in
the county Jail here awaiting the arrival of the sheriff of Lincoln county,
N. M.
He is wanted for a recent
horse stealing affair In that county.
Smith as a boy of 18 years took
part in the desperate fight on Blue
river six years ago between the Smith
gand and a posse from New Mexico.
Bill Smith, the leader, was
badly
wanted for being Implicated in the
Holbrook train robbery. He and two
brothers were in retirement on the
Blue when the New Mexico officers
surprised them. A ranger named De-foand a deputy sheriff named
Maxwell were killed
and George
Smith, the man now under arest, was
shot through the body and terribly
wounded.
Bloody light.
The outlaws escaped and have nev
er ben captured. Several weeks ago
decree Smith came Into Morencl
and voluntarily surrendered to the
being found
No charge
officers.
against him anywhere he was released, the present charge having since
developed.
He tells an Interesting story of the
bloody fight on the Blue, stating that
Bill did all of the lighting and re
ya

BALDRIDGE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PAINT Covers more, looks best, wsars
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
Plaster, Lima, Cement.
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW BEEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

Our Prices

j

Our Work

are right

1

is right

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA 8. RATNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK UcKKl
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDI

Presides!
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. m. OKPOmiTORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

"SS""SSBSBiiiSSSSSSBSSBSSBS.BSSBSI

All Kinds

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPKKA AND SANTA FE RT.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

oppo-

face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini,

C.

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Btrlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Black well,
Geo. Arnot, O. B.Cromwell.

IWANDELL

.

CHIROPO-

o

veterans are being removed from the
federal pension rolls at the rate of
nearly 200 a day.
Death is removing the veterans at
the rate of about 120 a day, but a
ruling made on March 27 is adding

DEPOSITS

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $110,000.00.

pleasure to show you through

whether you buy or not

Mrs. Bambini,

WANTED IN

LISTS

Always a

i

ILUR DRESSF

SAVINGS

ON

$15 to $35

v.

pulsed the officers alone. Although
badly wounded, the boy wandered for
weeks In the hills and finally recovered without any medical attendance.

OUTLAW

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

this line and are recommending
it strongly to our customers, as
the acme of fine tailoring at a
range of price, from

In

NEW MEXICO

exclu-

sive sale of

Am

-7

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Depositor? for AlcsUes, Topeka

..$500,8II.M
$2 58,000. M

Santa Fs kUllway Compsoy

&

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Ramon Flore, a Tucson, Arizona,
'barber, was arrested yenterday after
attempting to sell a gold watch which
had been stolen from Cohen's Jewelry
store In that city. About $100 worth
of stolen Jewelry was later discovered
in his trunk.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land office at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,

money.

s

n

n
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n

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

1907.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Notice is hereby given that Lucas
Gallegos, of San Rafael, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make
final five-yeproof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
WH
and SH SW14, section 84,
township 6 N., range 7 W., and that
said proof will toe made before
Mlrabal, U. S. court commissioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on August 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujlllo,
all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
o
Subscribe for Th Evening Cltlaen.

ALBUQUERQUE
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GROSS. KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Use A

...PUBLISHED

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BY...

The Citizen Publishing Co.

NEW PERFECTION
e
Wick Blue Flame Oil

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Cook-Stov-

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

Because it's clean.
Because it's economical.
Because it saves
time.
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame
can be regulated

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.
"

New Mexico's Leading

instantly.

Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because it is the perfected oil stove.
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
or write our nearest agency.
Made in three sizes and fully warranted.
cannot be equaled
for its bright and
steady light, simple construction
and absolute safety. Equipped
with latest improred burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
parlor or bedroom. Every
whether library, dining-roolamp warranted. Write to our nearest agency If not at
your dealer's.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

Afternoon Newspaper
c

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THl. SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
G

f-I-

(corporate)
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They Keep the Flies Out
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO.

Corner Third and Marquette

sKeKoeeeKoo
L. B. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE.

i THE

ESTABLISHED 1171.

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of BttDle Groceries
In th Southwest

a

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A

RAILROAD AVENUE.
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ALBUQUERQUC.

N. M
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EVENING
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We Arc Headquarters For Matresses
"CotThe Dnnlite No. 1 long staple, JapaFiber," and the
Ilm
nese Vegetable Down."
The above mattresses are made for
n ioy special order and we guarantee them equal If not
better than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-moand a full line of
the cheaper grades; we
wlll open mattresses
and show you the material made of; satisfaction

ton

or

guaranteed.

W. V. Ftitrelle Ftirnittire Co.

mimed by his engineer until the
had gone several miles, Tne
on a freight following saw Thom
lying bealde the track and he
Dieted up. placed in a way car
taken to 1 tat on where he is now in
a serious condition.
The Santa Fe Is building a spur
track eleven miles long extending
from Domingo along the river banks.
In order to accommodate the shipping
of logs for the Rio Grande Hoora
company, which will float the timbers
down the river to that point, load
them on the cars, and bring them to
the tie treating plant at the south
yards in Albuquerque. It Is possible
that this track will be extended to
the forests.
Q. M. Smith, auditor for the Harvey system in New Mexico, is in a
hospMal at Colorado Springs, Colo.,
suffering with typhoid fever. John
IflCJII. OIJ JKl III If IIUCH I, iru 1U1 V I'lv- I rado Springs this morning to visit the
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SUIT CASES AND VALISES

BEAUTIFUL
CITY
Matters
Push and Growth
Either.

Not Behind In

The Biggest Snap Ever Offered

of

A Complete Line of Suit Cases and Values, Drummer Samples, Will Be Sold at

vunf

main.
Mlchaol WeJhor.

N. M . July 9. (Special
Las Vea-as- .
"Uee, but this is a
round house Correspondence.)
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WARRANTS FOR POLL

PERSONAL.

TAX DELINQUENTS

PA RAORAl'lIS

AV.

314

-

WE8TRAHC0ADAVe.y1-

Summons were Issued todny for a
number of parties who have failed
WEATIIEK FORECAST.
to pay up their poll tnx. The warrants are being Issued in alphabetical
Denver, Colo.. July 9. Generally order,
and no one will be permitted
fair tonlgnt and Wednesday.
to escape except those exempt by
Trill n Arrlvnl.
By the payment of the $1 now,
First No. 1 on time.
before process Is Issued any DelinSecond No. 1 on time.
quent
may become square on the
No. 4 on time.
poll tax register, but after the warNo. 7 on ilnie.
rant Is Issued, there will be costs and
No. 8 on time.
possibly a fine to pay.
No. 9 on time.
J. C. Kenyue, of Gallup, Is In the
s
cky todny.
O. L. Althelmer left this afternoon
for Los Angeles.
OVER EDDY CASE
Air. and Mrs. Maynard Qunsul left
last night for Thoreau.
Boston, July 9. The counsel for
Mrs. Fred Schmidt, of San Marclal, the defense in the litigation suris shopping here today.
rounding the affairs of Mrs. Mary
Levi A. Hughes, of Santa I"o, ar- Baker O. Eddv continued today, the
conference which began last night.
rived in Albuquerque on business.
It is Intimated today that the
Miss LetUe Watson and her mother
subject under discussion Is
left lost night for a trip to Califor- principal
the
recent appointment of alienists
nia.
an
Judge AldrlQh to
Frank Tupper and C. A. Mooney, report upon thewith
competency of Mrs.
of El Paso, are visiting In the city Eddy.
today.
Dr. Jelley, of Boston, has accepted
Miss MofTatt, of Detroit, Mich., Is his appointment as
to de
visiting here with her sister, Mrs. Dr. termine the competency of Mrs.
A. U. Henderson.
Dr. H. O. White, a well known
lot of bees at a
physician of Boston, Mass., was in FOB, RALE nicepnone
3ts
oerore
xHcrince. i;aii
the city last night.
evening.
this
Solomon Luna, president of the ter- FOR SALE
Furniture of a"ftvero',m
ritorial sheep sanitary board, left last
nouse, almost new.
Z3
soutn
night for Magdalena.
Edith street.
Miss Lou Hughes returned to Santa
Fe this morning after making a short GO TO THE MAZE Foil CAMPIXG
visit here with her family.
SUPPLIES.
9 Inch Dutch ovens
Dr. Charles
60c
B. Lukens, superin$1.10
tendent of the Children's Home so 2 hole camp stoves
7 ciety, is in Koswell, N. M.
35c
Hev. Harwood.
Presbyterian mis Camp stools
IS sionary
$2.00 .to $4.50
for New Mexico, left this Wagon covers
....
ouv
kJ
aii.ii.
morning for Watrous, N. M.
fO.lJ
Long slickers
$2.60
Mrs. Charles Kemp, iwdfe of a well
slickers
$1.35
known merchant of San Antonio., was Short
Slicker nanu
$1.15
in the city yesterday on business,
Lanterns
60c
E. D. Salazar and A. Eichwald. two Hnnrilnrl ova.
re.
sheep men of Cuba, N. M., are trans Tents from
'.."..' ."$Y.85 to $18
acting Duslneae in Albuquerque
wm. Klcke, Prop.
nib
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Worth-
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"Vou

have a right to expect and get what you want
and pay for. We do the same. When the
uppers, the soles or linings in our shoes do not
come up to our specification and standard we send
1

them back.

Men's High Shoes
Men's Low Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Dhildren's Shoes and Slippers

to $4.00
to 4.00
to 5.00
to 3.50
8$ to 2.50

$1.85
1.65
1.50
1.50

f

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
in Anything Electrical

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
1

32

1 --

CO.

Tinners

323 W. R, R, Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Jfpnffl

erators
'

is the

most
complete
in the city

V

1

Water

IB

Coolers

1

fggSfSg?

feE?"1
V

f

Cream
Freezers

5

Dayen- -

fnt
m,

Farloiw, of San Francisco, and D. W.

I

Just Arrived
A.new.supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cot Class. Clocks, SUTerware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

INJCEQUIA

CASE

By an agreement of the attorneys.
W. C. Heacock for the plaintiffs and

WOOD

AVE
Wo invite

W.

HAHN

E.L Washburn
122 S. SECOND

The Great

Semi-Annu- al

the bowels, promotes
easy natural movements, cures constipation Doan's Hegulets. Ask your
druggist for them. 25 cents a box.

Co.

119 W. GOLD

Percent
Discount

-

and Black Suits Reserved

ALBUQUKRQUK,

Green

12

M. M.

Notary Public
Collections made it Korber Building 124
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
and 2 1 4 p. m.

Residence 723

fourth

M.

mt.

When in Silver City Patronize

Mrs,

IHHI

Riper's

Van

PRIVATE

BOARDING

11

HOUSE

Next Elks' Opera House

AG

Yotir Credit is Good
with

E. MAHARAM

Clothe your family on $1.00
aim

Sale

per' week
WmmtCmmtrml

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks tree.

1

HAWLEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

5i I

r

rn r

fSfr

n n szz r

ir--

s

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 7 A

.

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
'

g

No no Better

.

C. H. Car nes, O. D. ii

Kinds at Indian and Maxlcan Goods. Tba Cboapast
Plaea to bay Navajo Blankots and Moxlcan Drawn Work
Moll Ordoro Caratully mnd Promptly rillod.
Mil

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

MILLINERY

FRESH FISH

Reduction In Trimmed Hate
Miss C. P. Crane
512

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
tOS North Flret St.

The Railroad Avenue Optician

North Second S'reet
Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

FANCY DRY GOODS

ff"

FA NCY WORK

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

I

I8W. R.R.Ave

ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

LIVERY

"

Wholesale and Retail Hardware
.

New Location

Clothing Sale

KXXXXTTTTTTTTTTTTXTTTTTTT
THE A.WNEX ItOOMIXG

IIOl'SE.
Management.
opposite the Alva
rado and next to Sturges" cat,
has recently been entirely
It
and remodeled.
Is now one of the coolest ans
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house in the town H
that will not receive invalids. H
You can secure a room for u
18 per month and up.
Also M
iy the day or week, at rea- - PJ
sonable prices. If your 0t1 J
room is warm and uncomfort- - C
unit.--, move to me Annex.
Xew

T.orated

5tt

See Our Windows

ROSENHEIM

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43

Summer Clothing Must Go At Once

Blue

Justice o Peace, Precinct No.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

BELL'S

We need the Room and the moneyOne-fift- h
represents
the saviDg to you. De not delay. This sale will positively close on July 20.
All

&

South Second St
Phone 1056

STOKE.

20

In order to make room for our new goods which are
being shipped from New York by our Eastern buyer

All

-

-

Wm. Wallace McClellan

Just Removed to 305

Regulates

FEE'S

Discount

m

I,,

Shaw's Bread R,R.

CANDIE8,

Percent

m

COMING

IXMIiEIt MIXIj WOOD.
M. C. Ortiz for the defendants, the
evidence In the case of A. Grlngras Green
$2.50
Factory
and Vlrginlo Torres against the
8.25
Stamping Pone to Order.
acequla and Jesus Aragon,
Materials for
a,
Eduardo Apodaca and Tranclto
H.
GO.
commissioners of the acequla, and Manual Atocha, mayordo-m- o
Mrs, M. C Wilson
of the acequla, is being taken by
224 W, Gold
Attorney C. M. Sedlllo In the office ASK YOUR
GROCER FOR
of M. C. Ortiz, and It will be subTICKETS 80U6HT. SOLO
mitted to the court at the September
term. The case has to do with the
AND EXCHAN6ED
closing of an old acequla at Atrlsco,
A$oolatloo Offle
which the plaintiffs wiBh to have reopened, and the new acequla, 'which
Transactions
Is now In use, they wish to be closed.
GoarantaiQ
Can-delarl-

Palace

RAILROAD

20

--

At-rls- co

THE

Diamond

COAL

Taylor, of San Anselino, comprise a
FOR CASH ONLY
party registered at the Alvarado.
Levi A. Hughes, formerly territorAmerican
niock per ton . .
.$6.50
ial treasurer, arrived In Albuquerque
Cerrlllos Lump
. 6.50
lawi nigm irom santa- e.
Anthracite Nut
. 8.50
Anthracite Mixed
. 9.00
Anthracite, furnane fdzrai .
. 9.50
Clean Gas Coke
. 6.00
Smithing Cool.

Water
Filter.

'

EVERITT

A new restaurant,
the management of Marcus under
and Anderson,
has been opened fn place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now in first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, and nobobdy knows'
me management ana nanclerlng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

er

Line of
Refrig-

i

-

. Tirrsniv

-

-

For First Class Repairing Work

Plumbers

n
-

O

New Arrivals.
J. F. Palmer, a local grain and feed
merchant, has returned from a visit
. r.
w. in ii ii .' u, uiuu.eu UI1U
to the Jamestown exposition and New Iron beds, ii small
refrigerators, carpets, linoleum, window shades, curxorK.
tain poles, Btalr pads, mattresses,
C H. Hutchinson, formerlv fhlef stoves
and ranges, baby iron beds.
claim agent for the Santa Fe coast
lines, is In the city today visiting with ruirene f urniture co.
friends.
COME! COME!
W. S. Burke, of the Mornin Jour
Come to the cash buyers midsumnal, aocompanied bv Mrs. Burke, re
clearance sale. Everything re- turned yesterday from the Pecos af mer
riucpri In cnrwl vflil wanf tnw tdla hut
ter a week's absence.
weather.
Shirt waists, skirts, underMrs. C. Pole, George Pole, Mrs. E.
tan and
F. Kohne and Miss Emma Pole, are wear, Oxfords In white,
vlnltlng here with Mrs. Charles F. black hosiery, sun bonnets, belts;
Meyers who Is the daughter of Mrs. men's $1.25 shirts T6c; 76o shirts 60c;
60c shirts, $9c; men's silk faced 60c
Pole.
underwear. 89c.
Men's nnrf hnv's
F. 8. Dellentmrgh, a well known suits
all reduced. Hundreds of other
business man of New York City, and bargains.
Special
cuts on all kinds
his son, F. S. Dellenburgh, Jr., were of groceries.
Come and look; lots
In Albuquerque yesterday, leaving for or
you. The lemon- on
to
cierKS
wait
the south last night.
iiuo is
iNorin esecona street
in
Dr. W. W. Spargo has returned Big lotiree.
of graniteware, 23c.
from Rochester.Minn., to which place
he accompanied City Physician AnSee Our new Dnilhln Tinv fifonla
derson of El Paso, who remained at Mattresses.
Sample on exlbltion. No
Rochester for treatment.
better
made for any price. Futrelle
J. A. Jamison, tor some time the i urniture
Co.
representative of the American Lum-ibeomnnnv flit Tlvtn lot- loot
Take along one of our handy shoe
ing for Denver, Colo. He was ac
shiners on your vacation trip. You
companied by Mrs. Jamison.
will need it when you get to a place
to her home accompanied where there are no bootblacks. They
returned
npp nflllfPniTAra Uaadnmaa U1mn oniy cost ztic ana will polish your
I,V
tuoLwear easily ana quiCKly.
C
and Leon B. Stern, of this city, whom May's
Shoe store, 314 West Central
she has been visiting here.
avenue.
o
for the Lantry-fiharp- e
Construction
COmnflnV. Av h f eh a )nilt;Hn
tha TJr.l
cut-o- ff
for the Santa Fe,
In
city today, with H. F. Rnntt.is hi the
as
sistant.

502 West Central

a
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Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

o

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Plumbing
Hercules Powder
Mine and
Mill
......
......
and
and

ft

Tinning

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

rirtt mtroot
401, 403, Northuth
rirotmtroot
ft l3j'ajIT'
I
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